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INAUGURAL SESSION 

 
 Session started with recitation of “Surya Vandana” followed by lighting of lamp 
by dignitaries. 
 
 CELE/SER welcomed all the delegates of 32nd MSG and hoped for their 
comfortable stay. He wished for fruitful discussion during 32nd MSG (Elect Loco) 
Meeting.  
 
 CEE/SER on behalf of SER welcomed all the delegates of 32nd MSG and 
wished a comfortable stay of delegates. He also wished that discussion during the 
meeting will go a long way in achieving better reliability of electric locos. 
 
 Sr. EDSE/RDSO also welcomed all the delegates and thanked SER for 
excellent arrangement for the meeting. He also mentioned that this is probably for the 
first time that MSG is being conducted without any postponement. This could be made 
possible by timely receipt of information from all Railways, quick finalization of agenda 
by Railway Board/RDSO and supporting cooperation from SER. He thanked AML for 
agreeing to be present for both days and his valued experience and technical 
guidance will certainly help in improving reliability and availability of locomotive. He 
hoped that all the 23 new items will be discussed threadbare and appropriate solutions 
will be found. He also briefly mentioned the areas where work has been done by 
RDSO in last one year, which are as under – 
 

i) Unsupported overhang is the main cause of failure of stator of 3-phase loco 
TM. Solutions have been found by providing support to overhangs and 
augmentation of insulation scheme in the available space. This has been 
validated by FEM and necessary instructions to Railways will be issued 
soon.  

ii) Problem of rotor bar crack is common in three phase induction motor with 
axle hang nose suspended arrangement. After detail study, RDSO has 
zeroed on two designs for which validation with FEM is under process. 

iii) Damage to e-beam cables in conventional loco has been a cause of 
concern. Inadequate cooling due to space constraints and existing cleating 
arrangement & layout seem to be main cause. Trials with EPDM module are 
under way.  

iv) RDSO has issued STRs for critical insulation & vital components of Hitachi 
TM. 

v) RDSO has pursued with OEM to identify improvement measures to sort out 
the problem of 180 KVA static inverter unit. An action plan has already been 
circulated to Railways for early implementation and some thing more is in 
the process. 

vi) Specifications for high reach pantograph has been finalised and CLW has 
already placed order. This pantograph can be used on DFC as well as 
existing OHE. 
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vii) Railway Board has approved recommendations of RDSO to provide tri-plate 
pneumatic panel on conventional locomotives during new manufacture & 
MTR. 

viii) Difficulties in operation of triple headed WAG5 locos were highlighted by 
SER. Speed certificate for triple headed operation of WAG5 TAO loco has 
been issued in Nov’07 and speed certificate for triple headed operation of 
WAG5H is under process and will be issued soon. 

ix) RDSO is undertaking development of indigenous sources for OCBs. 
Capacity assessment of M/s Saini Elect & Engg. Works has been done.  

x) Performance of weigh sped sensor in three phase locomotives has been a 
source of concern, as some times it misses signal or general inadequate 
amplitude of pulses, leading to inappropriate adhesion utilization and failure 
of TM. Hall effect type speed sensor are being developed to overcome this 
problem. 

xi) Specification for 12000 hp 3-phase loco for DFC has been prepared. 
xii) Apart from changing material specification of PBU and issuing SMI for 

maintaining desired clearances of pins/bushes for existing brake hangers, 
OEMs are being pursued to develop brake hanger for 130/140 kmph speed 
where vibration/shock level is higher. 

 
 He hoped that with active participation of CELEs/ Sr DEE’s of Railways, fruitful 
decisions will be taken after deliberation which will go a long way in improving 
reliability and availability of electric locos. 
 
 Advisor (Elect)/RS, Railway Board complimented all electrical officers for their 
excellent contribution which resulting in 17% improvement in punctuality & 8.6% 
reduction in equipment failure during 2006-07. He also complimented all railways for 
consistently giving additional outage of about 150 locos over & above target by way of 
ensuring effective inspections during schedules and reducing unscheduled visits/lifting. 
On ownership basis also, there has been improvement in most of the sheds. However, 
in some sheds there is slight deterioration and we hope that this is temporary and 
officers of these sheds will take necessary action to reverse the trends. 
 
 Officers from RDSO/Board have been visiting some of the sheds where it has 
been noted that monitoring mechanism of maintenance practices is required to be 
strengthened. Some of the sheds where performance is above the benchmark are 
KYN, BSL, ASN, HWH, WAT, CNB, AJJ, ED, BZA, BNDM, TATA, BL, BRC, ET & 
TKD. In other sheds there are some shortcomings which we have noticed through 
audits and those issues will also be discussed in this forum if time permits. 
 
 One of the thrust area identified by Board for improving reliability of electric loco 
has been availability of healthy UES, particularly motorized bogies. For this purpose 
Board has sanctioned, for the first time, a large no of UES through RSP during last two 
years to make over the deficiencies in equipment availability. ML had desired that 
Railways should undertake the repair of defective equipments regularly to ensure 
availability of healthy UES to the extent of 80%.Somehow this target is yet to be 
achieved in most of the sheds. Through this forum all CELEs and CEEs are requested 
to take a critical look and see that UES are kept ready in healthy condition and 
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wherever the equipments are not  worth repair, those be condemned on priority and 
replacement provided as per the norms. This will further strengthen our system and 
improve availability. In this respect some of the Railways like NCR/SCR/WCR/SER & 
SR have done significant work and their availability has improved above 70%. ECR & 
NR are much below the benchmark and their availability is below 25%.These two 
Railways should work hard. ER has also shown improvement and their availability is 
approaching 60%.In ECoR, WCR & CR also the availability is less than 60%.This is 
one of the area where all the Railways should provide inputs.  
 
 Though large number of initiatives to improve reliability performance has been 
taken in association with CLW/RDSO, it is seen that improvement is not 
commensurate to the type of inputs provided. This speaks of slackness in 
maintenance practices in some of the sheds. HQ and field officers of such sheds are 
requested to involve more, investigate each & every case in greater detail and prepare 
short term & long term reliability action plan so that position is improved.  
 
  One more disturbing area, which is being noticed recently, is loco failures on 
account of defective trouble shooting by drivers. This is mainly in recently electrified 
sections where DSL drivers have been converted to electric. All CELEs should take a 
critical look and ensure that proper categorization of drivers as per revised norms 
issued by Board is done. C&D category drivers should be regularly monitored and 
action taken to improve their driving/troubleshooting skills.  
 
 Quality of maintenance in Major schedule is the backbone for performance of 
locos on long term basis. Officers should involve more in Major schedule and must 
ensure 100% replacement of must change items. During last decade a number of new 
equipments such as Air Dryer/ SB VCB/Fault Diagnostic System & Static Inverters 
have been introduced. Shed Officers/staff must be trained through OEMs so that they 
are able to read & understand OEMs documentation which is very vital for 
understanding intricacies of such equipments. 
 
 He thanked GM/SER for his kind presence and complimented SER for making 
excellent arrangement for 32nd MSG (Elect Loco) Meeting. He also wished a great 
success to this meeting. 
 
 AGM/SER welcomed all delegates of 32nd MSG (Elect Loco) Meeting. He 
mentioned that conduction of such MSG Meeting has been a good practice of 
Railways to address most of the persisting problem of reliability & maintenance. Many 
issues are solved just by taking feedback/review for preparation of such meetings. 
Requirement of traffic is increasing every year by 7-8% and thus any effort to increase 
productivity of rolling stock will give fruitful results. Proper maintenance in lesser time 
is the need of the hour. He wished success to 32nd MSG (Elect Loco) Meeting.   
 
 AML/Railway Board expressed his happiness to be present in the 32nd MSG 
(Elect Loco) Meeting in SER/Kolkata and also memorized his long association with this 
Railway. This is 32nd MSG and it is a coincidence that he joined SER as AEE about 32 
years ago. He said that MSG used to be a shed officers meeting and RDSO used to 
preside. Since 1983 Board officer started coming in this meeting. That time loco 
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performance was of the order of 30000 km per failure which has now improved to 
about 1 million km per failure. He complimented SER for achieving 1.2 million km per 
failure, the best on IR, in respect of passenger locos though it is mainly considered as 
freight carrying Railway. He desired that free and frank discussion should be held and 
SrDEE’s of sheds must necessarily contribute in fruitful discussion during this meeting. 
 
 AC Traction started on 15th Dec’1959 in SER which will be celebrating 50th year 
of AC traction on 15th Dec, 2008. Initially, in AC traction WAG1 loco with 30 t tractive 
effort & 4 axles had regenerative braking which was so effective that train could be 
brought to a stop by regenerative braking. With the advent of three phase technology 
we have WAG9 of 46 t tractive effort 6 axles loco, which is also having regenerative 
braking and is fit for higher speed. Problems in WAP5 bogies are similar to WAG1 
which had Jacqumine drives. Thus Railways having experience of WAG1 can provide 
food for thought for solving problems of WAP5. 
 
 In this era of technological advancement, there is a need to focus on training of 
officers & staff. People engaged in training of maintenance & running staff need to be 
nurtured. AMC or dependence on OEMs is necessary but not sufficient. ER is the only 
railway having simulator for WAG9.Simulators were procured with the intention of 
using them round the clock for training of running staff. ER and even other railways, 
must ensure that simulators are used round the clock for training of running staff to 
curb the instances of bad troubleshooting/ bad engineman ship by drivers. 
 
 Fuel cost is another cause of concern. Twenty years back fuel cost was about 
18-20% of the ordinary working expenses of Railways. With intense use of assets 
though cost on staff has reduced, cost of fuel has increased to 29%. For any transport 
organization fuel cost is the most important item which basically governs profitability. 
We should necessarily analyse the consumption of fuel critically. Use of regenerative 
braking will certainly give good result in reducing energy consumption and SER is 
already giving dividends on this front. Since beginning SER is using 2 HP per ton. 
Besides mere adequate tractive effort we should now move to right powering to 
achieve higher average speeds so that consignment are delivered in time. Some of the 
Railways are still allowing single WAG5.All railways must ensure to run WAG5 in 
Multies to achieve right powering 
 
 He also stressed the need of energy audit in both traction and non-traction 
areas. All railways must conduct the audit on priority and necessary assistance must 
be rendered to the Energy Auditors. Energy audit will benefit railways in identifying 
areas where energy saving potential exist. 
 
 Solutions can be found by many. However, identifying problem is very 
important. We should therefore perceive the problems before they really trouble us. I 
perceive two important problems which need to be tackled. One is skills of trainers and 
other is regarding repair of electronic cards. Developing skills to read and understand 
the OEMs documentation is the first step to understand the electronic components and 
then only we can proceed towards finding solutions associated with such components. 
We should therefore strive hard to have proper documentation and develop necessary 
skills to read & understand such documents.  
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 At the end he congratulated the management of SER for making excellent 
arrangement in time which ensured conduction of meeting without even a single 
postponement. 
 
 GM/SER welcomed the delegates and expected for comfortable stay of all the 
delegates. He said that holding of MSG at this juncture is appropriate as we are trying 
to achieve the Mission 800 million t and the requirement is increasing 10-12% every 
year. To achieve this target traction is the key issue. While CLW/DLW may not be able 
to meet the needs of production of new locomotives, other alternative is to improve 
maintenance thus improving availability of locomotives. He hoped that the forum will 
dwell on this issue and find ways & means to further improve the availability of locos. It 
is also gratifying to note that 150 extra locos were made available to traffic last year 
and that is one of the reason that we are close to meet the target of traffic. He was 
also happy to learn that AML had long association with SER.  
 
 Owing to his long experience of DSL traction not only in India but also in other 
countries, he opined that we are the over-maintainer of locos and under-maintainer of 
every thing else. He quoted example of Alambagh workshop and DSL locos in 1978 
where failures increased due to over maintenance. He stressed that with quality input 
rather than over maintenance, the results would be far better. He also said that in India 
we generally fail in material procurement process and identifying the firms who can 
give quality materials. 
 
 He wished the forum a big success and hoped that group will come out with 
revolutionary solutions and radical ideas and which will change the scene on the 
Railways so that we are able to meet the tomorrow’s requirement. 
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TECHNICAL SESSIONS 
 
 

NEW ITEMS 
 
Item No    : 1  
 
Subject    :  Damage of power cables in WAP4/WAG7 
      locos 
  
Proposed by    :  Railway Board/RDSO 

 
RDSO File No   : EL/2.2.4 
 

 
RDSO’s note: 
 
ER, NCR, WR, SECR, CR & CLW have reported failure of power cables provided in 
WAP4/WAG7 locos. The cases have been reported as under: 
 

• Majority of failures are reported on E-beam cable. 
• Some failures are also on the Elastomeric cables 
• Most of the failures are associated with the power cables from transformer to 

rectifier unit located in the trenches below cleats. 
 

RDSO has jointly examined few locos on where power cable failure/ damage were 
reported at ELS/ASN, BIA, BRC & CNB. RDSO's observations are as under: 

 
1. Cable damage/failure found at the locations just beneath the cable cleat were 

having excessive tightening mark of SGPC cleat. 
2. Cables in the trenches are kept one above the other and covered with the 

rubber sheet under cleat. These cleats are spaced hardly about 50 cm apart 
leaving very less cable surface area for dissipation of heat.   

3. While the capacity of the transformer has increased from 3900KVA to 
5400KVA, leading to increase in current from transformer to rectifier by about 
38%, the size of the cable and its layout remained unchanged. With the use of 
e-Beam cable in place of elastomeric cable the working temperature of the 
cable has also increased to 110°C as against 90°C. This has further aggravated 
the problem due to non-availability of adequate cooling surface area in the 
cable with the present layout.  

4. However, it is observed that CLW in the past has tried to improve the layout of 
cables from transformer to rectifier in some WAP4 and WAG7 locomotives by 
taking it out from trenches and placing it along the side walls. These locos were 
found having elastomeric cables and condition of the cables was in good fettle. 

5. At cleat location the rubber was found fused with the cable insulation. 
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Steps taken by RDSO 
 
1. Based on study and field trials conducted by RDSO, it has been established 

that the power cables form TFP to RSI Blocks do not share equal current and 
carry unbalanced load. Accordingly SMI NO. RDSO/ELRS/SMI/0237 (Rev 0) 
with modified layout of cables from TFP to RSI blocks for balancing the load 
current have been issued by RDSO to avoid chances of failure/fire in 
conventional locomotives. Railways should implement the same.  

2. The tinning of conductor of failed cables has lost luster and became blackish 
grey color due to formation of oxide particles indicating rise in temp of 
conductor to around 300ºC. 

3. Few failed sample of cable was also tested at School of Material & Science and 
Bengal Engg & Science University, Shibpur, Howrah and it has been concluded 
that the temperature of failed cable has reached to the level of more than 600 
deg. C and burnt the insulation and sheathing of cable. Failed sample has also 
been tested by M/s Huber & Suhner and found that temperature reached in 
excess of 300 deg. C.   

4. Worldwide EPDM based modules for holding the cables are being used in 
rolling stock as well as industrial applications. RDSO has examined this aspect 
and proposed for fitment of EPDM based modules in two locomotives based at 
CNB and TKD.  The modules will have advantage for maintaining proper 
spacing (vertical as well as horizontal) between cables and thereby improving 
the cooling of the cables and will also prevent damage at the point of holding.  

5. In view of above, there is a need to review the complete layout of the cables 
available in the trenches so as to ensure effective cooling and prevent damage 
due to pressing at the cleat point.    

 
Deliberations: 
 
 NCR has reported failure of elastomeric cables also in addition to e-beam 
cables. EPDM based module has been provided at one location in WAP4 loco no. 
22230 of ELS,CNB on Jan 7,2008 for trial. WAG7/WAP4 locomotives of earlier series 
were having cables coming out from transformer to Rectifier blocks on the HT 
compartment partition .This arrangement has been discontinued after adoption of e-
beam cables. With the assumptions that e-beam cables have got better working, a 
technical presentation was made by M/s Roxtec on complete cable management 
system for traction application using EPDM modules. 
 
Recommendations: 
 
1. RDSO should carry out heat flow analysis of cables to assess the quantum of heat 

generation and its dissipation. 
2. RDSO should carry out further study to adopt EPDM modules for the existing cable 

layout in cable trench of locomotives. 
3. RDSO should work out scheme for segregation of cables based on their sizes and 

routes for existing as well as new locomotives and possibility of taking out the 
cables from TFP to rectifier on HT compartment gratings wall should be examined 
to decongest the trench. 
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NEW ITEMS 

 
Item No    : 2  
 
Subject    :  Wheel disc crack on electric locos 
  
Proposed by    :  Railway Board/RDSO 

 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.2.108 
 
  
RDSO’s note: 
 
Since 1999 Railways have reported failures /cracks of wheels as under - 
 

SN Type of Loco Cracks noticed/ 
failure of wheels 

1 WAM4 1 
2 WAG5 15 
3 WAG7 18 
4 WAP4 6 
5 TOTAL 40 

 
RDSO has analyzed the cases and location wise breakup is as under - 

 
 RIM HUB WEB TOTAL 

WAM4 1 - - 1 
WAG5 13 - 2 15 
WAG7 16 1 1 18 
WAP4 5 1 - 6 
TOTAL 35  * 

   
2 3 40 

 
* (i)  19 cases of failures originated from deep punching marks due to fatigue, 

out of which in 16 cases the size of the wheel was between 1016 to 1035 
mm. 

    (ii) In other 6 cases blow holes were found on the tread (2 in WAP4, 2 in 
WAG5 and 2 in WAG7)  

 
 The above failures were attributed to the followings:  
 

i. Fatigue failures from :Wheel punching mark” at wheel rim 
ii. Crack originating at wheel hub due to hoop stress 
iii. Thermal cracks at rim. 
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Motive Power Directorate of RDSO has issued Instruction Bulletin No. 
MP/IB/VL/05/07/07 (Rev.00) vide letter no. SV.IB dt 27.08.2007 giving Guidelines/line 
of action to be adopted to avoid the above three types of failures.  

 
 SER & WR reported bending/fracture of wheel disc during 2006-07 in WAP4 
locomotives. These locos are not provided with dynamic braking and works at high 
speed. As observed by Motive Power Directorate/RDSO these locos produce 30% 
overall more stress (thermal & mechanical) with composite brake blocks as compared 
to cast iron brake blocks. After examining these issues, based on RDSO’s 
recommendations, Railway Board has issued following guidelines for WAP4 locos - 
 

i. Discontinue use of composite brake blocks on WAP4 locomotives and 
revert back to cast iron blocks 

ii. Reduction in brake cylinder pressure on WAP4 locos from 2.5 kg/cm2 to 2 
kg/cm2  

iii. Zonal Railways to expedite provision of roof mounted DBRs on WAP4 locos 
in a period of 18 months. 

 
Railways should give the following data for further investigation 

 
1) ED/Motive Power/RDSO has issued a letter no. SD.INV/WA4/1 dt 18/22 

.11.2007 addressed to all CME/CEEs of Zonal Railways to arrange to 
compile failure data of wheels and send to RDSO for updating its 
database as some failures of wheels have gone unreported. This may be 
expedited. 

2) All failures reported should be enclosed with photographs. 
3) Preliminary metallurgical investigation report to be enclosed. 
4) Make of composite brakes(if provided) to be advised to RDSO 

 
 It may be worthwhile to mention that the failures of wheel disc are also 
occurring in Diesel locomotives similar in nature and magnitude. 
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Deliberations: 
 
 All Railways have confirmed the implementation of RDSO’s Instruction Bulletin 
to avoid the wheel cracks originated from punching marks. Railways reported the 
wheel gauge spreading (warping) problem with composite brake blocks as well as with 
cast iron brake block as under – 
 
SER - WAP4 - 13, WAG5 - 2, WAG7 - 12 
WR - WAG5H - 18,  
ER - WAP4 - 4, WAG5 (all with CI) - 12 
NCR - Some cases in WAG5 with CI brake block. 
WCR - 32 cases in WAM4 wheel gauge spread 
ECR - WAG7 - 3, WAG9 - 8 
The Railways reported wheel gauge spread upto 1605 mm and expressed concern.  
  
 RDSO requested Railways to send consolidated failure details of wheel crack 
as per the format circulated by Motive Power Directorate for detail study. The 
requirement of braking effort in WAP4 locomotive should be reassessed vis-à-vis 
WAG7 and other classes of locomotives. Most of the failures have taken place in the 
indigenous wheel disc manufactured by DSP. Failures of wheels due to thermal cracks 
are also observed. RDSO should give the guidelines to the Railways for taking actions 
after the thermal cracks are observed. 
 
Recommendations: 
 

1. An immediate drive should be launched by Railways for extensive use of PVEF 
even in the air brake stocks during other than emergency braking and poor 
brake power condition.    

2. The working of DBR should be ensured. 
3. After collection of data of wheel failure, RDSO should review and issue the 

necessary instructions like reduction in brake cylinder pressure, actions after 
thermal cracks and requirement of braking effort. 

4. RDSO should carry out technical audit of manufacturing process of DSP and 
organic metallurgical examination from NML/Jamshedpur. 

5. Railways should monitor the performance of composite brake blocks makewise. 
Some of the samples of brake blocks should be sent to RDSO for examination 

6. Zonal Railways should carry out the technical audit of workshops to ensure 
proper wheel pressing at stipulated pressure. 

7. RDSO should study the problem of spreading of wheel gauge which is really 
serious matter by collecting details from Railways and suggest action plan to 
prevent it. 
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NEW ITEMS 

 
Item No    : 3  
 
Subject    :  Axle box bearings failures on WAP7/WAG9 
      locomotives 
  
Proposed by    :  Railway Board/RDSO 

 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.2.108 (3-phase) 
 
RDSO’s note: 
 
 Initially, the bearings supplied by M/s SKF were used in WAG9 electric locos. 
These bearings came along with the imported WAG9 locos and were having the 
provision of re-greasing in-situ ( Bearing type  CRU150,     BC2-0067A) . Later on 
bearings of M/s NEI (NBC) and M/s SKF came into service which are sealed type and 
designed by OEMs to work upto 7,70,000 km or six and a half years whichever is 
earlier for normal operations at a speed of 130 km/h  without regreasing or 
replenishment of grease periodically.  Zonal Railways have reported failures of Axle 
box bearings in WAP7/WAG9 electric locomotives. WAP7 locos were introduced in the 
year 2003 having maximum speed of 130 kmph for mail/express trains.  

         
 Failure details of WAP7 Locos 
 

Ghaziabad Shed  

Make 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008                           
(Upto August 2007) 

Total 
Failures 

Total 
Failure 

POP FRPCPY Total 
Failure 

POP FRPCPY Total 
Failure 

POP FRPCPY 
 

SKF 1 85 1.17 1 97 1.03 0 97 0.00 2 

NBC 4 203 1.97 2 203 0.98 2 203 2.36 8 

Total 5 288 1.74 3 300 1.00 2 300 0.27 10 

GMO Shed  

SKF 1 85 1.17 1 97 1.03 0 97 0.00 2 

NBC 4 203 1.97 2 203 0.98 2 203 2.36 8 

Total 5 288 1.74 3 300 1.00 2 300 0.27 10 

 
 * Individual population of firms not available 

Observations: In Ghaziabad shed from above it is seen that there are 2(Two) 
cases of failures of SKF and   8 (Eight) cases of failures of NEI make. Most of the 
cases the axle box was red hot. 
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KM earned of failed bearings- 1.1 lakh km to 5.44 lakh kms. Average kms earned is 
2.5 lakh kms. However Bearings are also running at 7.10 lakh km. 

 
 In Gomoh shed there are 5 cases of failure;   2 of NBC and 3 cases of SKF 
make bearing till December 2007. In  2 cases of SKF make the bearing inner racer 
pitting mark  , grease was hard and blackish. In one case of SKF make the inner race 
was worn out and grease was hard and blackish. In 2 cases of NEI make , one case 
seizure of bearing and in another inner racer and roller having pitting mark. 
 
Failure details of WAG9 Locos 
 

AJNI Shed 

2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008                           
(Upto June 2007) 

Total 
Failures 

Total 
Failure 

POP FRPCPY Total 
Failure 

POP FRPCPY Total 
Failure 

POP FRPCPY 

0 228 0 5 516 0.97 0 720 * 0.00 5 

GOMOH shed 

9 768# 1.17 17 744# 2.28 2 780# 0.25 28 

 
* AJNI shed- NEI- 296 Nos., SKF- 424 Nos  
#          Individual population of firms not known 
 
Observations:  In Ajni shed there were 5(five) cases of failures reported out of which 
four(4) cases of failures were of SKF make and one(1) case of failure was of NEI 
make. Out of the 4 cases of SKF,   two cases were of bolt breakage (end plate bolt 
and other case rear cover two bolts), one case Abutment ring collar slip and one case 
of racer being loose. All the cases were under Warranty. One case of NEI the racer 
was loose. The racer loose cases were detected during ultrasonic testing 
 

In Gomoh shed there were 28 cases of failures . Out of which 20 cases of 
failures were of SKF make and 8 cases of failures of NBC make. More than 50% of the 
cases of failures in both makes were due to scratching and pitting mark on racer. In 
some cases, overheating of Axle box and melting of rollers in bearings has also taken 
place.  
 

There were   5-6 cases reported by sheds in which inner racers are broken/ 
found loose. During fitment, the prescribed interference limits should be maintained. 

 
 In sealed bearings also there is oozing of grease from the bearings resulting in 
starvation. The majority of failures are due to starvation of lubricant grease. 
 
 On date, nearly 1500 nos sealed bearings are in service in WAG9 & WAP7 
locos. The ingress of moisture/water in the bearings is cause of failure due to 
corrosion. In the sealed bearings the water remains trapped inside whereas in 
unsealed bearings, there is chance for trapped moisture/water alongwith old grease at 
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the time of re-greasing  to come out from the bearing. The condition of grease can also 
be seen & examined during re-greasing. Considering the above remedial measures 
issued vide Investigation report no. RDSO/2007/EL/IR/0125  by RDSO are required to 
be implemented by Zonal Railways/CLW which comprises of immediate, short and 
long term measures like : 
 
a) Replacement of sealed bearings by unsealed bearings in WAP7 locos on 
 priority. 
b) Re-greasing of sealed bearing after 18 months 
c) Procurement of bearings with Axle Box and other components from OEM. 
 
 In GZB shed the outer angle ring has been taken out by magnet(two coils of  C-
118 with a temporary fixture). The aspects of permissible magnetization , process of 
de-magnetisation and replenishment of grease during IC(270 days) are being 
considered by RDSO. 
 
 SMI No. RDSO/2007/EL/SMI/0246, Rev. (‘0’ ) is under issue covering the above 
details. 
 
Deliberations: 
 
 RDSO advised Railways about study already conducted on axle box failure. 
The proposed procedure of GZB Shed for taking out the outer angle ring using electro 
magnet to facilitate replenishment of grease in axle boxes of WAG9 /WAP7 should be 
studied by RDSO.  
 
Recommendations: 
 

1. Railways should procure the bearings with grease hole i.e. unsealed bearing 
and replace the existing bearings in WAP7 locomotives immediately. 

2.  RDSO should finalise draft SMI No. RDSO/2007/EL/SMI/0246 immediately 
for implementation by Zonal Railways after considering the deliberations 
held by the committee and feedback received from Zonal Railways. 

3. GZB Shed proposal for taking out angle ring using electromagnet should be 
studied specially about its magnetization effect on bearings. Standard 
procedure should be issued thereafter for taking out angle ring. 
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NEW ITEMS 

 
Item No    : 4  
 
Subject    :  Failure of brake hanger on WAP7 locomotives 
  
Proposed by    :  Railway Board/RDSO 

 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.1.35/2 
 
RDSO’s note: 
 
 Railways have reported breakages of brake hangers in WAP7 locomotives from 
2004 and onwards (21 cases of failure was reported by GMO shed /ECR and 17 cases 
of failure reported by GZB shed/NR) , which are related with higher speed of 130 kmph 
i.e. higher level of vibrations and shocks.  100% of the failures occur just below the 
welding at the top of hanger plate.  In WAP7, 90% of the outer brake hangers are 
found rubbing with the bogie frame as against 10% in WAG9.  Failure of brake 
hangers in PBU are more due to higher weight.   
 
 CLW has already taken corrective action for ensuring design 13 mm gap 
between bogie frame and outer brake hanger, which has been found to be as low as 4 
mm.  There is an excessive play between the pin and bush of the tube (bracket).  To 
solve this problem, CLW has changed the material specification of PBU from IS: 2062 
to IS: 8500 Gr. FE540B (from bogie no TG-104, Loco No. 31125).  M&C Dte of RDSO 
has observed that the breakages are due to excessive heat generation attributed to 
wrong selection of electrodes, high current and improper welding techniques.  RDSO 
has carried out field trials for measurement of shock & vibration in loco No. 30229 
between NDLS and LKO working at 130 kmph.  It was found that at higher speed 
(more than 120 kmph) the oscillations are very large and displacements are up to 15 
mm at the frequency of 3-4 cycles per seconds.   There was no hitting of hangers in 
this locomotive.   
 
 Considering the above, RDSO is issuing SMI No. RDSO/2007/EL/SMI/0247 of 
January 2008 for taking effective measures to arrest these failures including welding 
procedures given by M & C directorate and three modifications suggested by 
ELS/GZB.   
 
 OEMs have been requested to submit design of PBU/TBU suitable for working 
at a speed of 130 kmph as the existing design is suitable for 100 kmph WAG9 
locomotives.   
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Deliberations: 
 
 RDSO highlighted the major causes of breakage of brake hangers in WAP7 
locomotives during discussions which are as under – 
 

i) Incorrect welding techniques adopted by manufacturers for welding of bush 
with brake hanger plate. 

ii) High level of shock & vibration at high speed particularly above 110 kmph. 
The amplitude of oscillation are upto 15 mm at the speed of 130 kmph.  

iii)  Hitting of outer brake hanger with bogie frame due to less clearance 
between bogie frame and brake hanger. The clearance is found to be as low 
as 4 mm against the designed value of 13 mm. 

 
Recommendations: 
 

1. SMI No. RDSO/2007/EL/SMI/0247 of Jan’08 should be implemented by 
Zonal Railways in the existing PBU/TBU arrangement.  

2. RDSO should also pursue with the OEMs for redesigning of the brake 
systems with reduced weight and length of brake hangers for high speed 
WAP7 locomotives as the existing design may only be suitable for WAG9 
upto the speed of 100 kmph. 
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NEW ITEMS 
 
Item No    : 5  
 
Subject    :  Adhesion control to improve reliability of  
      traction motor on 3-phase electric locomotives 
  
Proposed by    :  Railway Board/RDSO 

 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.1.35/26 
 
 
RDSO’s note: 
 
 Railways have been reporting problem of poor adhesion on WAG9 locomotive. 
Failure of TM speed sensor with the message of “ASC-1/ASC-2: Error Tacho 
generator TM 1,2,3” have also been reported. The poor adhesion performance, failure 
of TM speed sensor and the TM failures are all related problems. 
 
 When wheel slips during start, the controlling action of the tractive effort 
reduction, arresting of wheel slip, restoration of tractive effort etc. happens frequently 
and this results into wide fluctuation in the TM torque and current, which is detrimental 
to TM’s health.  In addition, sudden changes in mechanical rotational speed during this 
process results in large torsional acceleration of the traction motor rotor, producing 
stresses.  Thus the adhesion control system has close relation with the TM failures. 

 With poor quality of the present “Wiegand” speed sensor giving either missing 
or inadequate amplitude pulses on any of the TM, the vehicle control software takes 
the lower speed corresponding to missing pulses as its reference vehicle speed and 
reduces the torque and current on all three traction motors fed by the converter.  This 
further complicates the situation described above and reduces the adhesion 
performance, besides resulting in TM torque pulsations.  It is mentioned here that the 
existing WAG9 type of locomotives are not fitted with independent sensors to judge 
vehicle speed. 

Three pronged strategy to deal with the situation are proposed:- 

i) For satisfactory performance of the locomotive, speed sensor output must be 
good at all speeds and therefore methodology / procedure should be available 
to detect any poor sensor output.  As per “Wiegand” pulse generator working 
instruction (Doc. No. HTAT 620491), the speed sensors are to be tested at 30 
rpm and the pulse amplitude should be > 350 mV; 1 or 2 pulses may be in the 
range of 300 – 350 mV. 

 
ii) For the long run, Hall-effect type speed sensor needs to be developed.  CLW 

has placed a developmental order for Hall-effect type speed sensors, which are 
under trial.   
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iii) Another aspect is to look into the possibility of modification in Vehicle Software 
so that it becomes less tolerant to poor speed signals and allows more slip 
before taking action to reduce to Tractive Effort.  Doppler radar may also be 
employed to adjudge true vehicle speed independently.  In conjunction with 
Doppler radar, the vehicle control software may be modified and trials 
conducted.   

  
Deliberations: 
 

i) ECR mentioned that they are now able to achieve smooth start of 58 N 
BOX loaded on 1:200 up grade with improved sensor.  

ii) CLW also mentioned that with hall effect speed sensor the recovery time 
of slip-slide control has improved to 25 sec from 250 sec.  

iii) CELE/NCR mentioned that the experience of Doppler radar on 
WAG6Awas not very good. There was problem of missing signals on 
bridges and lots of precautions were required during welding on loco in 
sheds. Despite all the precautions, the life of Doppler radar was of the 
order of 3-4 months. 

iv) CR gave presentation for calibration of speed sensor. 
 
Recommendations: 
 

(i) Concerned sheds should develop facility similar to CR for checking of 
speed sensor. Speed sensors should be checked whenever problem of 
poor adhesion or message of “ASC1/ASC2: Error Techo generator TM1, 
2, 3” is encountered and replace the defective sensors. 

(ii) Development of reliable speed sensor by RDSO/CLW should continue. 
(iii) RDSO, in association with CLW, should work on quantification of 

permissible creep in slip slide control of 3 phase locos. Changes in 
permissible creep may also be required to solve the problem of poor 
adhesion. RDSO/CLW should work on this. 
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NEW ITEMS 

 
Item No    : 6  
 
Subject    :  180 KVA static inverter – reliability issues 
  
Proposed by    :  Railway Board/RDSO 

 
RDSO File No   : EL/1.2.9/1 
 
RDSO’s note: 
 
 Large scale failures of 180 kVA Static Inverter are being reported from 
Railways.  These are either in the form of earth fault or loose connections or failure of 
PCBs/cards or transient failures.  A meeting was held at Railway Board on 23.11.2007 
to discuss the issues relating to reliability of 180 kVA Static Inverter.  The minutes of 
the meeting incorporating action plan in respect of various problems mentioned above 
were circulated vide this office letter No. EL/1.2.9.1 dated 13.12.2007.  A copy of the 
minutes of meeting has been circulated to manufacturers and Railways. 

 
 Railways are advised to ensure availability of Locomotive for implementation of 
the action plan indicated in the minutes of the meeting so as to complete all the 
modifications by end of January 2008. Status of implementation of the action plan shall 
be advised to RDSO by 25th January 2008 so that the same could be compiled and 
Railway Board is apprised of the latest status by 31.01.2008. 
 
Deliberations:  
 
 Railways reported poor reliability of the equipment. RDSO in the presentation 
indicated that meeting at the RB level has been conducted and remedial measures 
have already been finalised for implementation. Railways were advised to ensure 
availability of the locomotives for implementation of the modifications. 
 
Recommendations: 
 

1. As a follow up action to the decision taken during the meeting on Reliability of 
180 kVA SIV held at RB on 23.11.2007, the Railways/sheds must ensure 
availability of the locomotives for implementation of the action plan already 
decided, so as to complete all the modifications envisaged in the action plan at 
the earliest. 

2. RDSO should finalize the schemes for identifying and isolating the earth fault in 
the auxiliary circuit, in locomotive provided with SIV for early implementation of 
the same. 

3. Railways shall furnish progress of compliance of each item of the Minutes of the 
meeting to RDSO by 29.01.2008 for further follow up. 
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NEW ITEMS 

 
Item No    : 7  
 
Subject    :  Reliability of Duplex Piston Valve (DPV) of 
      Air Dryer of Knorr Bremse make 
  
Proposed by    :  Railway Board 

 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.2.19/1 
 
 
RDSO’s note: 
 
 Railways have been reporting the air leakage from Duplex Piston Valve (DPV) 
of Air Dryers being supplied by M/s. Knorr Bremse.  The reported failures were 
attributed to air leakage due to uneven seating as a result of formation of groove in the 
rubber seating of the piston of the DPV. 
 
 In view of the above problems, M/s. Knorr Bremse had earlier attempted to 
solve the problem by changing the material of the rubber seating. The problem 
however still persisted. M/s Knorr Bremse have now offered change in design of piston 
head & valve seat surface from flat to tapered ‘V’ shaped design.  On the tapered 
valve head, K-rings were provided to further overcome the problem of air leakage. 
 
 RDSO vide letter No SD. DFM.A.4.7.13 dated 28.12.2007 approved fitment of 
modified duplex piston valve and complete rubber kit of these valve head in exchange 
of old parts existing air dryers on free of cost basis for field trials for a period of 6 
months.  The Electric Loco Shed/ Vijaywada, Vadodara & Kalyan have been 
nominated for providing 2 nos. of the DPVs on their locos provided with air dryer of 
M/s Knorr Bremse. 
 
 Railway to provide feedback of these modified DPVs to RDSO regularly for 
further action. 
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Deliberations:  
 
 M/s. KNORR BREMSE made presentation on modified design of DPV.  Railway 
Board pointed out that the force exerted on the rubber seating may be reviewed by the 
manufacturers and stiffness of the spring may be suitably arrived at  for reliable 
operation of the DPV. In presentation made by RDSO, it was indicated that Electric 
Loco Sheds/BZA, BRC & KYN have been nominated for conducting trials with 
modified  design of DPV. Till the modified design is proven in service,  Railway Board 
suggested that M/s. KNORR BREMSE should provide adequate number of DPV to 
sheds for immediate replacement to avoid failures on line so that train operation is not 
affected during the initial trial period.  
 
Recommendations: 
 

1. More numbers of the modified Dupleix Piston Valve (DPV) of the Knorr Bremse 
make shall be subjected to field trials. 

2. Railways/sheds to monitor performance of the modified DPV and submit 
periodical reports to   RDSO for further action.  

3. M/s Knorr Bremse shall be advised to provide one cycle of replacement of the 
old design of the DPV and put more nos. of the modified DPVs on trial with a 
view to establish efficacy of the modified design as well as to ensure that large 
scale failures are avoided. 

4. Railways/sheds shall ensure that locomotives fitted with Knorr Bremse make of 
air dryers are made available to firm for changing of the DPVs.  
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NEW ITEMS 

 
Item No    : 8  
 
Subject    :  Breakage of Delivery valve spring in all  
      makes of compressor in three phase locos 
 
Proposed by    :  NR 

 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.2.15 
 
 
Notes of proposing Railway: 
 
All make Compressor having the problem of Breakage of Delivery valve spring. 

• M/s D & M /Sab Wabco type compressor Model 2A32OD 
• M/s Elgi make Compressor Type : RR20100 
• Knorr Bremse compressor Model W 230/180-2 
 
The one reason of breakage may be malfunction of NRV. 
 
 

RDSO’s Note: 

 
 The breakage of delivery valve spring of three phase compressors of FTIL 
make was earlier reported by ELS/ GZB. The issue has already been taken up with 
manufacturer i.e. M/s. FTIL/Hosur.  M/s. FTIL have confirmed that the modified 
concentric spring has been working satisfactorily over last one year  
 
 ELS/GZB, Northern Railway has indicated that the reason of delivery valve 
spring failure would be also due to mal-function of non-return valve. 
 
 Since the failure of delivery valve spring is occurring in all makes of 
compressors as indicated by Northern Railway, the issue is being addressed in totality 
in consultation with ELS/GZB and the manufacturers to evolve a suitable action plan.  
Railways will be suitably advised.  
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Deliberations:  
 
 NR stated that Concentric Valve Spring is failing in all makes of compressors, 
whereas CR indicated that there are no failures on Concentric Valve Spring in 
ELS/AQ.  Compiled figures of failures for the year 2007-08 were presented by RDSO.  
It was decided to review the Maintenance Practices of various Sheds in light of 
different failure patterns in different sheds. It was also pointed out by sheds that in 
significant number of cases the disc valves are also found carbonized. Railway Board 
directed that the lubricant regime of the compressor should be reviewed so as to have 
common lubricant for all makes of compressors. RDSO pointed out that M/s. FTIL is 
already working on the design of the Concentric Valve Spring and is also developing 
alternative source for the same. Failures of Concentric Valve Spring of M/s. ELGI & 
M/s. KNORR BREMSE have been reported recently and the matter has been referred 
to the firms for investigation. 
   
 
Recommendations: 
 

1. GZB shed should study the maintenance practices of AQ shed. 
2. RDSO shall also analyze the failures of concentric valve spring of all makes of 

the compressors in detail, in consultation with the manufacturers and Railways 
and evolve time bound action plan to check the failures. 

3. RDSO shall review the regime of lubricants for all makes of compressors, with a 
view to have a common lubricant for all the compressors. 
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NEW ITEMS 

 
Item No    : 9  
 
Subject    :  Oil leakage from bellows of stainless steel 
      pipe line of three phase and conventional 
      locos. 
 

Proposed by    :  NR 

 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.2.85 
 
Notes of proposing Railway: 
 
 There have been a number of cases of transformer oil leakages mainly at the 
locations where bellows have been provided in the pipe lines and the leakage takes 
from the welded joints both in conventional and 3-phase locomotives.   
 
RDSO Note: 
 
 This problem has not been reported by other Railways and NR has been 
requested to make a presentation on this subject for better appreciation of the 
problems. Other Railways are also requested to furnish the details in this regard so 
that issue can be studied and remedial measures can be suggested.  
 
  
Deliberations: 
 
 GZB shed also made presentation on this item. NR reported that problem is due 
to poor quality of welding at joints of bellows and the welding is also not visible. Other 
Railways also reported this problem and also indicated that manufacturer’s embossing 
is not available on these bellows/pipes and thus make wise failure analyses is not 
possible. Group also opined that we should revert back to earlier system of copper 
pipe lines from conservator to transformer in conventional locos and many railways 
have already reverted back to copper pipe lines in conventional locos. 
 
Recommendations: 
 
(i) CLW should carry out audit of manufacturers for welding and testing of steel 
 pipes/bellows. Manufacturer’s embossing must be ensured and Railways 
 should also highlight the cases to CLW wherever embossing is not  available. 
(ii) CLW should make STR for this item. Use of stainless steel pipes/bellows is 
 working satisfactorily on EMUs since long. There is a need to develop reliable 
 sources by CLW. 
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NEW ITEMS 
 
Item No    : 10  
 
Subject    : Modification of friction piston of bolster 
 
Proposed by    : NCR 
 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.2.13/1 
                                                                                                                                                                                      
Notes of proposing Railway: 
 
1) PROBLEM:   
 WAP-4 locomotives with mark-1 bogies are provided with ‘H’ type box section 
cast steel bolsters. It supports the weight of the loco and provides a means for 
transmission of power. Although these are designed to withstand the stress resulting 
from road shock due to normal variations in the road bed and other conditions 
encountered during operation, the shed encounters 8-9 failures yearly due to 
development of cracks in one arm of H at C5/6 & C7/8 zone which engages the friction 
piston.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a. REASON OF CRACK :  
 
 Though there can be various reasons of failure related to quality of casting and 
other fatigue failures as a consequence of quality of suspension springs and other 
suspension arrangement. One major problem observed is the locking of the movement 
of friction piston device.  

 
 

It has been noted that the arm of friction piston device wears out and forms a groove 
on the arm as well as in the bolster travel area, which tends to lock the piston & results 
into absence of damping between the bolster and bogie frame. This is one major 
reason for development of cracks.    

C7/8 

C5/6 
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UHMW Polymer Sleeve 

Existing Metallic arm 
prone to wear 

UHMW Polymer 

Sleeve on both arm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3)       REMEDY:  

To avoid wearing of the metallic arm of friction piston, Kanpur Shed has 
provided a sleeve of UHMW polymer (polyamide) on the arms to prevent wear on the 
arm and bolster piston travel area. The drawing in enclosed and the photo is given 
below.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. MATERIAL REQUIRED: 
 The material required and the process of mounting the sleeve is given in Drg. 
No. A3/07/CNB/2232/5051/BE It may be noted that Kanpur Shed has provided the 
arrangement in two locomotives in April’2007 and the wear observed is negligible in 
the last seven months.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Worn out Arms New Bolster Friction Device 
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RDSO Note: 

 
1. W. Rly also suggested welding of 10 mm thick plate at failure prone C5 to C8 

location of the bolster. The photograph of the modification done by BRC/shed 
is given below. This arrangement has been working in one bolster for the last 
one year. 

 

  
 
 
 
2. From Feb'07, CLW has modified their QAP having the provision of radiography 

of C5 to C8 location during manufacturing of cast steel bolsters as an 
improvement measure as nearly 80% of the cracks are observed in this zone. 

3.  Railway Board vide letter no. 2001/Elect (TRS)/440/8 dated 20.2.2007 has 
advised CLW and Zonal Railways to adopt fabricated bolster. The fabricated 
bolster of CLW have been examined and after fatigue testing, certain 
modifications, suggested by MP Dte./RDSO  has been sent to CLW for 
implementation. 

4. S. Rly, NC Rly and E Rly have few nos. of fabricated bolster working for the 
last three years. These Rlys should give the current performance. 

5. CLW is yet to cut in the use of fabricated bolsters. The purchase from trade 
has been initiated. 

6. NCR and WR have done modifications in 4 nos. and 1 no. bolster respectively. 
It is too early to judge their efficacy. However, the modification seems to be 
useful and should be tried in more no. of locomotives for extensive trial. 

 
 The group may discus the modifications suggested by NCR and WR which are 
likely to improve the life of bolster and arrest the failures. CLW and Zonal Rlys may 
give the status of procurement of fabricated bolster. 
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Deliberations: 
 
 CNB Shed made a presentation on the use of polyamide sleeve in friction 
piston assembly to avoid the locking of arms. Wearing of parent material in the travel 
area of bolster is also reported by Railways. The performance of fabricated bolster is 
reported satisfactory by ER, SR & NCR. The procurement of fabricated bolsters by 
Railways and cut-in by CLW is not yet done. WR reported that the modification carried 
out by them by providing additional plates on bolster is not successful as cracks are 
observed from end of the plate and thus the modification is withdrawn. WR requested 
that the sources of supply of polyamide sleeve should also be advised by RDSO. 
Railway Board advised Railways & CLW to expedite the procurement of fabricated 
bolsters.    
 
 
Recommendations: 
 

1. RDSO should finalise and issue necessary modification for implementation by 
the Railways as carried out by ELS/CNB, NCR.  

2. Railways should expedite the procurement of fabricated bolster as per RSP 
sanctions. 

3. CLW should immediately cut-in the fabricated bolster in new WAP4 
locomotives. 

4. RDSO should develop more sources for polyamide sleeve. 
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NEW ITEMS 
 
Item No    : 11 
 
Subject    : Failures of aclathen ring in WAG-9  
      locomotives.- ELS/AQ/CR 
 
Proposed by    : CR 
 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.1.35/12 
 
Notes of proposing Railway: 
 
 Electric Loco Shed, Ajni is facing various types of problems in Aclathan Ring 
within a short service span of 2 to 3 years. All the Aclathan Rings are imported and are 
originally provided by CLW in new WAG-9 locomotives. 
 
 The Aclathan Ring is an important part of the traction link in WAG-9 locomotive. 
The Aclathan Ring is interference fitted with pivot pin and its housing. The Aclathan 
ring plays important role in traction as it provides flexibility during acceleration and 
braking mode due to its elastic properties. Due to this phenomena, the jerks during run 
and twisting effect during curvature will be minimized/ eliminated.   
 
The general fitment arrangement of traction 
link is shown in the photograph.        
 
Initially, the failures were observed on aclathan 
ring in which, ring used to shift down along with 
the housing after breaking the bolts of the 
retaining plate. The problem was diagnosed 
and it was established that there used to be 
some gap between the retaining plate and the 
aclathan ring after it was mounted on the pin 
due to which it used to shift down due to 
thumping action. This problem was solved by 
providing some spacer between the retaining  
plate and the pin to bridge the gap. This was 
latter validated by RDSO vide letter No. 
EL/3.1.35/2 dated 04.01.2007.  
 
Recently, few failures have been observed in 
which the ring has become loose in the 
housing and around the pin. It is suspected 
that after the ring becomes loose in the 

Aclathan 
Ring 
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housing and around the pin, it develops a tendency of rotating around the pin in the 
housing due to which its external surface gets eroded and worn out.  The nature of 
failure is shown in the photograph below. 
 

  
 
 

  
 

  
 

Photograph showing worn out condition of Aclathan Ring exactly opposite to housing 
flange. 

 
It is also possible that the material i.e. Aclathan 2800, may be loosing its properties and getting rotated in 
the housing resulting in this nature of failure 
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RDSO Note: 
 
 The problems of cracks in Aclathan Ring, housing getting loose / displaced and 
retaining plate bolts broken are also experienced at ELS/GZB in WAP7 electric 
locomotives.  Till date, there are 69 such failures as below:- 

� 2005-06  : 25 cases 

� 2006-07  : 17 cases 

� 2007-08   : 27 cases 
         (upto 30th Nov.07) 
 

 ELS/GMO has also experienced the similar problem in WAG9 and WAP7 
electric locomotives.  ELS/GMO have replaced 100 Nos. of Aclathan rings since 2002 
and 80 Nos. Aclathan rings which need replacement and are in service due to non-
availability of the material.  Average life in ELS/GMO is coming as 4-5 years in WAG9 
and 3-4 years in WAP7. 
 
 The material type 2800H has been revised to type 2300H by the OEM. The 
rings with revised grade have come in to system from 2003. Railways may give the 
performance of rings with revised grade. RDSO has issued specification nos. 
RDSO/2007/EL/SPEC/0053 (Rev-‘0’) dated Jun 2007 for  Aclathan rings. As per 
clause no. 4.1 resistance to hydrolysis (Boiling water test) can be conducted on new 
elastic ring as a counter check for acceptance in one no of ring supplied as new.    
 
 Presently, Railways / CLW have been using imported Aclathan rings 
manufactured by M/s. Acla Werke, Germany and it is expected to work for more than 5 
years and required to be replaced during IOH of the locomotive.  The same has been 
recommended by a Committee of JAG Officers for Maintenance Schedules of 3-phase 
locomotives. However, keeping in view the experience of Railways and after 
monitoring performance of new material, periodicity of replacement can be reviewed. 
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Deliberations: 
 
 Railways reported the life of aclathon ring as 4-5 years in WAG9 and 3 years in 
WAP7/WAP5 locomotives. The natures of changes made in the grade of aclathen ring 
from 2800 H to 2300 H are not known. Railways expressed desire that the OEM (M/s 
Acla Werke/Germany) should clarify the likely changes in performance parameters 
with the change in grade from type 2800 H to 2300 H.  AJNI Shed made a 
presentation on the failures of rings. There is deterioration on the surface of the ring 
and in some cases cavities are found. Rings are loosing its characteristics before the 
expected life of 5 years in service. NR & ECR has observed the same. In order to 
know the rate of deterioration over a period of time, Zonal Railways should measure 
the shore hardness of the ring after service of 1 year, 2 year & 3 year to judge the 
condition of the ring. The data should be sent to RDSO for evaluation. ECR should 
expedite the procurement of rings for immediate replacement in WAG9 locomotives. 
The material specification of elastic gears which were used in WAG4 electric 
locomotives should be seen since the nature of duty in WAG4 & elastic ring in 
WAG9/WAP7 is similar.  
 
Recommendations: 
 

1. RDSO to pursue with the OEM for below par performance and premature 
failures of ring. The comparative performance parameters for the grades type 
2800 H & 2300 H should be taken from OEM. 

2. The specification of elastic gears which were used in WAG4 locomotives should 
also be looked into by RDSO during the evaluation of performance parameters 
of aclathan ring. 

3. RDSO should develop indigenous sources for aclathan ring. 
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NEW ITEMS 
 
Item No    : 12 
 
Subject    : Modification on GR Drive Shaft of AC  
      Locomotive. 
 
Proposed by    : CR 
 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.2.30 
 
Notes of proposing Railway: 
 
   
Problem: 
 
Misalignment of GR drive shaft with SMGR, GR,CGR shaft require replacement of GR 
drive shaft. Which costs around  RS 80000/- 
 
History:  
 
On Load tap changer is an important equipment of Loco transformer. During 
overhauling & assembling of tap changer, alignment of main drive shaft bevel gears 
with SMGR gears, GR drive gears as well as CGR coupling shaft is an important 
aspect.   Alignment of main drive shaft gear is done as follows:  
 
SMGR gear is matched with GR gear by inserting test rod / lock pin (part no.      S-
1478) in GR lantern wheel at “zero” notch position and at the same time CGR drive 
gears are set for proper sequence of operation.  
 
This alignment procedure involves setting of three bevel gears on the main drive shaft 
as follows, 
 

(i) SMGR bevel gear with main drive shaft bevel gear.(Part No.A-1926.3) 
(ii) Middle bevel gear (fixed) on main drive shaft with GR contact arm drive.  
(iii) Adjustable bevel gear on main drive shaft with bevel gear of CGR 

coupling shaft (Part No. S-1409).  
 

The proper alignment is necessary to ensure correct angle of CGR and GR roller 
contacts, at different notch positions. If alignment is improper, it requires replacement 
of the main drive shaft on which the fixed gear is mounted which is costly affair as the 
cost of main drive shaft is Rs.80000/- (approx). 
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Proposed remedial action: 
 
If the fixed bevel gear is replaced by adjustable bevel gear (which is used for CGR 
drive on the same shaft) the problem of misalignment of gear drive can be  solved 
without replacing the complete  main drive shaft. For this modification, following work 
to be carried out.  
  

(i) Remove fixed center bevel gear (Pt.No.1408). 
(ii)  Turn the main drive shaft at center gear seat upto 29.6 mm, suitable for 

adjustable bevel gear. 
(iii) Assemble the adjustable bevel gear (Pt.No.S-1409) on main drive shaft 

after proper alignment. 
 

This modification has been carried out in two locomotives (Loco No. 21281 WAM-4 6P 
& 20591 WAM-4 6P).  of BSL shed and these locos are working satisfactorily since 
May 2006 . 

 
This will save cost of complete replacement of GR shaft. 
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 The schematic arrangement of this modification is given as under. 
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RDSO’s Note: 
 
 Modification on GR drive shaft by introducing adjustable bevel gear in place of 
fixed bevel gear (OEM part no. 5-1408) proposed by CR has been discussed with 
OEM and is feasible in principle, however its criticality and drawing of adjustable bevel 
gear will be finalised in consultation with OEM. 
 
  
Deliberations: 
 
 Majority of the Railways reported no such problem. Shed staff, with proper  
training, generally ensure alignment of drive shafts without much problem. Group has 
a opinion that such modification is not considered necessary. 
 
 
Recommendations: 
 
 No such modification is recommended and OEM can be involved to impart 
training on maintenance of Tap changers by Railways whatever felt necessary. 
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NEW ITEMS 
 
Item No    : 13 
 
Subject    : Strengthening of Suspension Tube of  
      MSU and HITACHI TM bottom lug. 
 
Proposed by    : CR 
 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.2.172 
 
Notes of proposing Railway: 
 
 
(a)First Part: Development of cracks on suspension tube during service. 

 
 History: 
 
During overhauling of MSU it is observed that, cracks develop at end of ribs joining the 
base due to various mechanical stresses acted on suspension tube. This requires 
premature replacement of tube and rediscing of wheel sets. 

 
Proposed remedial action:  
 
It is observed that, cracks develop at end of ribs joining the base due to various 
mechanical stresses acted on suspension tube and this location requires mechanical 
strengthening to bear mechanical stresses. The scheme of strengthening is described 
in figure below. 
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Before Strengthening 

 
  
 
After Strengthening 
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This will help in increasing the life of suspension tube and improve the reliability. 

(b)  Second part: Strengthening  of Hitachi TM bottom mounting lug 

 
Problem: 
 
Development of cracks on Hitachi TM bottom gear case mounting lug on welding 
portion. 
 
History: 

Traction Motors of loco are nose suspended and supported by gear case bolts. During 
service vibrrational impacts are absorbed by the stator of TM. Some times This causes 
development of cracks in TM bottom mounting lug.  

Remedial action: 

The bottom mounting lug does not have any additional support and all impact are 
transfer at welded joint of lug in th e TM and subsequently this causes development of 
crack. To overcome this problem a triangular MS piece of dimension75 X 85 mm, can 
be welded as shown in figure. This will add strength to the lug and prevent failure of 
crank ness of lug. 

 

Supports provided for 
 strengthening 

MSU Tube 
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RDSO’s Note: 

 

 Development of crack at end of ribs joining the base of MSU has not been 
reported by other Railways. However, this is a critical location and dimension at this 
location has to be ensured during manufacturing. Radiography at this location is 
mandatory as per Hitachi drg. No. 10P701898 , Alt K. Dimensional checks and 
radiography at critical locations are stressed in RDSO’s STR no. 18.  Other Railways 
may provide the data on similar failure. 
 
 Development of cracks on Hitachi TM bottom gear case mounting lugs has 
been reported by other Railways, also. Cracks are developing not only at welded joint, 
but lugs itself are cracking, also. Some Railways have reported cracks on top lugs 
also. Proper welding and material properties of lugs are required to be ensured. 
However, the proposed modification will strengthen the bottom lug. 
 
           Other Railways may provide the data on breakage of top and bottom lugs 
separately. Data shall explicitly indicate whether it is welding failure or crack in lug 
portion. 
 

Strengthening plate 
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First Part: Strengthening of Suspension Tube of MSU: 
 
Deliberations: 
 
 Zonal Railways reported highest incidences of failure of MSU at the end of ribs 
joining the base. Majority of the failure is due to defects in the casting. Considering the 
gravity of problems, Railway Board has made a committee of three SG/JA Grade 
Officers to study and look into the reliability of vital components of traction motors and 
based on the recommendation, a decision has been taken by Railway Board to go for 
procurement of the castings only from approved foundries of RDSO and machining on 
CNC followed by the measurement of all the dimensions on 3-D CMM. 
 
Recommendations: 
 
 Railways have been asked to adhere to RDSO’s STR 18 and procure it from 
the sources recommended by RDSO for MSU and its associated components vide 
RDSO’s letter no. EL/3.2.172 dt 26-6-07 and 27-09-2007.  
 
Second Part: Strengthening of Hitachi TM bottom lugs: 
 
Deliberations: 
 
 Zonal Railways reported that stress developed in TM lugs due to inappropriate 
seating of gear cases lugs leads to breakage of TM lugs. Fixtures have been 
developed by RDSO and are being used by various sheds to check the location of 
both gear case and TM lugs. Railway Board mentioned about similar problems of 
breakage of TM lugs in WAG6C locomotives which was successfully solved by 
improving the welding quality and use of proper electrodes. 
 
Recommendations:  
 

1. Railways are advised to use fixtures for TMs and gear cases as recommended 
by RDSO. 

2. RDSO should study corrective measures taken by ELS/Vizag for WAG6C 
locomotives and suggest remedial measures. 
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NEW ITEMS 
 
Item No    : 14 
 
Subject    : Provision of Happy pads 
 
Proposed by    : CR 
 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.2.165 
 
Notes of proposing Railway: 
 
Problem: Provision of Happy pads during POH will result in increase of buffer height.  
 
History:   Happy pads are to be provided as per Modification sheet No. MP. MOD. VL-
01.01.07 (Rev 0) for cushioning effect between spring and bogie frame to reduce the 
cases of bogie frame crack and breakage of springs. 
  
But due to higher size of wheel dia given during POH it results in increase of buffer 
height beyond permissible range as shown in the table given below. 
 

Comparison of increase in heights with and without Happy Pads 

WAP1/4 

  Components Without Happy Pad With Happy Pad Difference  

1 
Spring seat 
thickness  

32 mm 18 mm 

  2 Shim thickness N/A 
4 mm 
 (Drg sk No.1 Item 5) 

3 Happy pad N/A 24 mm (6 x 4) 

  
Total increase 
in height 

32 mm  46 mm  + 14 mm 

WAM4 

1 Happy pad N/A 20mm (10 x 2)  + 20 mm 

Note: If Buffer height is not achieved, anti-vibration pads/shims are provided in WAM4    
          loco. 

 
Proposed remedial action:  Required. (To be discussed) 
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RDSO Note: 
 
 As per modification sheet no MP.Mod.VL 1.7.7 the provision of happy pads in 
WAP-4 locomotive is to be done with some changes in the dimensions of spring seats, 
shims etc to get the Buffer/coupler height same. They are given below: 
 

 Original Revised 
As per Drawing no. 

29.07.01(Alt-4) 
As per MP.Mod. 
VL 1.1.07 and  
Drg no. SKVL 322 

A. Primary spring (mm) (mm) 

1. Axle box grinding 0 -3 
2. Bottom spring seat 24 18 
3. Shim (Bottom) 06 04 
4. Shim (Top) 06 04 
5. Happy Pads 0 12 

Sub total of Heights 36 35 

B. Secondary spring   

1. Bottom spring seat 12 7 
2. Top spring seat 12 7 
3. Happy Pads (02 nos.) - 12 

Sub total of Heights 24 26 

Total Heights 60 61 

   
  It is seen that the fitment of happy pads as per a RDSO modification, if 
implemented in totality, will not lead any problem w.r.t. Buffer/Coupler heights. Central 
Railway is also being advised for the same. 
 
Deliberations: 
 
 Railways have reported the problems in fitment of happy pads in primary as 
well as in secondary springs as per RDSO’s modification sheets. The work content is 
not only beyond the scope of electric loco sheds but it also requires jigs and fixtures.  
NCR, SCR, WR & CR are of the opinion that the fitment of happy pads in primary 
spring can be done by Electric Loco Sheds but in secondary springs fitment can be 
done by POH Shops as per RDSO’s instructions. 
 
Recommendations: 
 

1. The provision of happy pads in primary springs should only be done in Electric 
Loco Sheds as per RDSO Modification Sheet No. MP.MOD.VL.1.7.7. 

2. The workshops will provide the happy pads in primary as well as in secondary 
springs during POH. 

3. CLW should cut-in modification in new locomotives. 
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NEW ITEMS 
 
Item No    : 15 
 
Subject    : Modification to signal lamp circuit to  
      prevent glowing of pilot lamps when rear 
      loco is dead in MU operation. 
 
Proposed by    : SCR 
 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.1.3 
 
Notes of proposing Railway: 
 

 

PROBLEM : All signal lamps glow in leading loco when rear loco is 
dead in MU operation, thereby misleading the loco pilot.

Description :In MU,  battery (+)ve feed from leading loco will be extended to rear loco 
through MU coupler (D18 connection)  for monitoring the rear loco equipment 

status.  Whenever rear loco is dead, all pilot lamps glowing in leading loco.

Cause : Battery + ve feed extension from leading to trailing to the signal lamp circuit 
cable No.211 even in rear loco dead condition.

Practice : Decoupling of MU coupler (or) live with the problem.

EXISTING CIRCUIT

с

с

с

с

с

с
B + 110 V

CCLS

BL

+110V (Batt. feed) 211

211

MU couplers

From leading loco

Signalling circuit

D 18

D 18

700
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Solution :Control BLSN (spare N/C) switch for battery + ve feed to rear loco signal 
lamp circuit will solve the problem. Switch ‘ON’ of BSLN in leading loco 
make the rear loco dead  by tripping DJ and lowering PT, in addition the 
proved N/C I/L on signal circuit disconnects the +ve battery feed. This 
prevents the wrong signal indication from rear dead loco.

+ 110 V

CCLS

BL
+110V (Batt. feed)

211

MODIFIED CIRCUIT

Signalling circuitс

с с

с

 
With the above arrangement there is no possibility of bypassing signal lamp indication 
in leading loco, for defects in rear loco, when it has been energized. 
 
RDSO Note: 
 
 SCR had sent this proposal to RDSO vide their letter No 
E.221/SMI/TC/Mod/Vol-XVII/2216 dated 13/11/2007.RDSO has already circulated this 
proposed modification to railways for their comments vide RDSO letter No EL/3.1.3 
dated 28/30-11-2007. Modification will be issued after considering the comments of 
railways for any changes etc. Railways may send comments early. 
 
  
Deliberations: 
 
 ECoR reported that they have done a modification by using an HLS switch by 
which supply to signaling circuit can be cut by putting OFF this switch and thus the 
problem of misleading indication to driver is solved. RDSO explained that SCR had 
also suggested similar modification in past by using a ZLS switch and on examination 
of the modification by RDSO  it was found that if this switch is operated inadvertently  
then there will be no indication to driver regarding the status of trailing loco. 
 
 However, most of the railways opined that modification now suggested by SCR 
appears to be in order. However, extra interlocks needed in BLSN switch need to be 
examined. 
 
Recommendations: 
 
(i)  Railways to send comments within one month and RDSO to issue necessary 
 modification. 
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NEW ITEMS 
 
Item No    : 16  
 
Subject    :  Modification to Reverser Servo motor to  
      avoid breakage of fork, roller bush and shaft. 
  
Proposed by    :  SCR 

 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.1.9 
 
Notes of proposing Railway: 
 
Object of the modification: 
 

Presently Reverser/ CTF operate at 9.5 Kg/cm2 without any damping.  Due to fast 
operation, the piston hits both the end plates of servomotor causing heavy jerk which 
ultimately result in breakage of shaft, U-fork, roller bush and dowel pins.  To reduce 
such cases provision of damping is proposed by replacing existing 2 Nos. of 4mm hole 
outlet tubes with 2mm hole outlet tubes in the servomotor.  This will reduce the 
effective pressure, provide damping and reduce the impact of hitting of piston to the 
end plates.   
 
The modification already carried out on 154 locos at ELS/BZA for one year with good 
results.   
Now, the modification is being extended to locomotives homed at ELS/LGD & KZJ.   
 
Material Required: 
 
Two numbers of outlet tubes with 2.0 mm hole instead of 4.0 mm for each Reverser/ 
CTF. 
 
Application to the class of locomotives: 
 
All AC conventional locomotives except BHEL make Reverser. 
 
Results obtained: 
 
Modification is effective in reducing the failures in Reverser/ CTF on account of 
breakage of shaft, ‘U’ fork, roller bush and dowel pins of servomotor. 
Details are given under.  
 

year 06-07 07-08 
Reverser  population 300 328 

Modified 182 308 
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Mechanical failures:  
 
Sl. 
No
. 

Description No.of failures FRPCPY 
06-07 07-08 (upto Nov. 

’07) 
06-07 07-08 (upto Nov. 

’07) 
1. Shaft breakages 4 2 1.33 0.9 
2. Dog lever breakages/ 

damages 
3 1 1 0.45 

3. Handle breakages 1 Nil 0.33 Nil 
4. Notching lever failures 2 Nil 0.67 Nil 
5. Servo motor piston 

failures 
2 Nil 0.67 Nil 

Note: Failures are in un-modified reversers 
 
Reference: 
 
Sent to Railway Board through PCDO for the month of Mar’06 by  
E. 162/2/1/PCDO and proposed in 31 MSG vide lr No.E218/MSG/loco/31 dt.17.05.06. 

 

 
RDSO’s Note: 
 
 Railways are facing problem of flashing of reversers since long. RDSO has 
issued SMI no. 0234 dt 16-8-05 for upgradation of reverser to 1500 amp but the 
problem is still continuing. SCR had reported that unequal gap of top & bottom 
contracts of reverser may be the cause of flashing and they had thus proposed to 
make the gap equal. Accordingly, CLW has modified the drawing of reverser to make 
gap uniform on top & bottom contacts and other manufacturers are being advised.  
Besides other modifications, the use of key inside the fork to eliminate and amalgate 
shaft is to be used. The shaft dia has been increased from 20 to 22 mm and stiffness 
of spring and contact pressure has been increased. The experience of Railways about 
performance of reverser at lower pressure i.e. around 4 kg, specifically about sluggish 
operation, after adopting the modification of reducing hole from 4 mm to 2 mm needs 
to be furnished.  
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The area of contact on different reverser on different locos is as follows – 
 
SN Description WAG6A WAG6 B&C WAG5 WAG7 
1 TM max current 1500 amp 1290 amp 1000 amp 1200 amp 
2 Reverser operating 

mechanism 
Motor 
operated (DC 
110 V) 

Electro pneumatic servomotor operated  

3 Area of contact 540 sq mm 390 sq mm Initially contacts are arc type and 
during service contact area 
increases due to wear of contact 
portion 

4 Type of contact Flat type silver tips. Full area 
comes in contact. There is no 
crushing spring. Contact 
pressure is exerted directly by 
cam & contacts are rigid after 
closing. 

Silver tips. Crushing springs 
exerts the contacts pressure at 
10 kg/cm

2
.  

 
 The instances of flashing of contacts in WAG6 A,B,C locos are very rare. The 
problem of flashing is very less in WAG5 HB, BHEL locos which have different design 
of reverser and contact surface area is around 300 sq. mm. 
 
 The problem is required to be examined in totality and therefore compete 
review of design of reverser may be required. 
 
Deliberations: 
 
 The problems of flashing in reversers are experienced by Railways in all 
classes of electric locomotives. However, the problems with the reversers with respect 
to flashing, replacement of spares and overall maintenance is much less in imported 
reversers being used in WAG6A,B&C. WAT Shed made a presentation on the 
reverser being used in WAG6 locomotives. RDSO advised that the modification 
suggested by SCR can only be implemented in un-modified (1000 Amp) reversers 
since in modified reversers (1500 amp) reduction in hole size to 2 mm from 4 mm will 
lead to sluggish operation of the reverser due to higher sizes of contact tips & higher 
contact pressure but in 1000 amp reversers the intensity of impact/jerk will get reduced 
with 2 mm hole.  
 
Recommendations: 
 

1. Railways should implement the modification suggested by SCR in the 1000 
Amp reversers and RDSO should issue the instructions. 

2. RDSO should study the reversers of WAG6B&C for development & adoption of 
similar design reverser in conventional locomotives.  
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NEW ITEMS 
 
Item No    : 17  
 
Subject    : Modification to sanding arrangement in  
      WAG6BC HHP locos and WAG7 locos 
 
Proposed by    : ECoR 
 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.2.19 (G) 
                                                                                                                                                                                   
Notes of proposing Railway: 
 
 There were number of stalling cases experienced with WAG6 B&C locos while 
negotiating gradient section because of non-working of sanders. This problem was 
further acutre in case of drizzling weather. 
 
 Cause wise analysis for non-working of sanders was made for 3 months from 
June’07 to Aug’07 in WAG6 B&C locos only. The summary for above period is 
tabulated below: 
 

SN Cause June July Aug Total Contribution (%) 
 

No of sanders checked 84 260 228 572  
No. of defective sanders found 42 97 79 218  
1 Wet sand in ejector valve 33 70 45 148 67.9 
2. Pneumatic air hose choking 7 9 15 31 14.2 
3. Sander valve choking 2 18 18 38 17.4 
4. Stones in ejector valve 0 0 1 1 0.5 

 
 It was observed that wet sand in ejector valve (67.9%) and sander valve 
choking (17.4%) are the major contributors (85.3%) for sanders not working. These 
are mainly due to ingress of water into the sand box ejector valve and sander valve.  
 
 As per design, all the sander boxes of these class of locomotives are exposed 
to direct rain/dew etc. This is resulting wet sand in the sander ejector valve area due to 
design defect of sander ejector valve. Similar problem was also experienced in WAG7 
locos. The water was also reaching to ejector valve even in drizzling weather through 
sander air hoe. The same can be seen as given in following photographs. 
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  Arrangement in WAG6B & C 
 
 
 Due to wet sand in ejector valve area, sand was not dropping though dry sand 
was available in sander box and sander pipe was having full pneumatic pressure. 
  
 The problem of wet sand in ejector valve was studied and it was noticed that 
water in ingressing into sander valve area through the joints/gasket provided in ejector 
valve itself. To overcome this, following measures were initiated on trial basis one after 
one  
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  Arrangement in WAG6B & C 
 
 
 With this modification the problem could not be fully solved. Hence, further in 
depth study was made and it was concluded that water should not be allowed to reach 
to sander ejector valve joint area. To achieve this, the following further modification 
was carried out by providing a collar type projection to cover the ejector box joint. The 
modification is depicted below – 
                                                                        

   
  `Arrangement in WAG6B & C 
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 This modification has been carried out in 4 WAG6A locos in intermediate 
sanders (leading sanders modification not required). 8 WAG6 B&C locos for all 
sanders and 4 WAG7 locos for all sanders. 
 
 With above arrangement, the problem of wet sand due to rain, water/drizzling 
weather has been arrested completely. These locomotives have not featured in line 
failures on account of stalling. This has also improved loco reliability in terms of stalling 
and stalling cases have reduced.  
 

 
 
 Arrangement in WAG7 
 
This modification can be adopted for locos like WAG7 in which arrangement of 
sanders is exposed to rain water and problem of choking of sanders is being 
experienced. 
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 RDSO’s Note: 
 
 RDSO had circulated a report (RDSO report No. MP113/83, March 1983) on 
functioning of sanders on Electric and Diesel locos. Proper functioning of sander 
depend upon. 
 
A Quality of sand as per Specification No. Z-9-66 and moisture content in the sand. 
a) Quality of air (moisture content), which in turn mean functioning of air dryer. 
b) Condition of the sand box  cover & gasket.( Specification of gasket as per CLW 
specification no. 05/4/33/13 Alt-3 and O/4/65/286 Alt-2 ) 
 
 Railways may give confirmation on the above aspects in relation to working of 
the sanders. The proposed modification by ECOR has given positive results on few 
locos based at ELS/VSKP. The modification may also be tried on more locomotives by 
other sheds to gain further experience. 
           
          Group may discuss keeping in view the experience of ECoR on WAG6 & WAG7 
locos. 
 
Deliberations:  
 
 VSKP Shed made a presentation highlighting the modification carried out by the 
Shed and indicated that one of the major causes of the failure has been arrested by 
this modification.  RDSO in his presentation appreciated the modification of ELS/VSKP 
and highlighted the salient features of RDSO report No. 113/83 on ‘Reliability of 
Sanders on Electric & Diesel Locomotives’.  It was highlighted that Sheds should 
ensure compliance to the laid down norms relating to quality of sand and also various 
gaskets being used in the sand box. The issues relating to sizes of the sand boxes of 
various electric & Diesel Locomotives and the rate of sand ejection through sand 
ejector valve were discussed. Group opined that sand box size should be reviewed 
and standardized for electric locos. 
 
Recommendations: 
 

1. Railways shall adopt the modification suggested by ELS/VSKP/ECoR on few 
more locomotives and furnish their experience to RDSO. 

2. Railways shall confirm compliance to the RDSO report no. 113/83 regarding 
functioning of the sanders of the locomotives. 

3. RDSO shall study and finalize the size of sand box of different type of 
locomotives keeping in view even diesel locomotives. 
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NEW ITEMS 
 
Item No    : 18 
 
Subject    : Modification of wire filter mesh of SA9/A9 & 
      C2 relay valve & stocking proposal. 
 
Proposed by    : WR 
 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.2.19 (G) 
 
Notes of proposing Railway: 
 
 The gradual deposition of rust with moisture content resulting to mal-operation 
of pneumatic valve (specially in A9/SA9 & C2 relay and R6 relay valve). 
 
Analysis: 

i) There are mainly 3 ports existing in A9 & C2 relay valve whereas two ports 
in SA9. The wire mesh filter is provided at inlet and outlet port of A9/SA9 & 
C2 relay valve. 

ii) These fine mesh are procured through stock items as part list no. of 
WABCO-526835 & SIL part no. 30071300 vide PL No. 25-97-3447 for A9 & 
SA9 & WSF part no. 527583 as per PL No. 23-98-8277 for C2 relay valve. 
The jail is made of brass/stainless steel. 

 
Preventive measures: 

i) Since the size of holes of wire mesh varies from 0.6 mm to 1 mm. This leads 
to carry away dust and tiny rust particle from holes to valve seating. The 
gradual deposition of rust with moisture content resulting to mal-operation of 
pneumatic valve (specially in A9/SA9 & C2 relay and R6 relay valve). 
Hence, there is need to provide fine mesh having hole size 0.3 mm. 

ii) In view of above, the proposal may be considered for changing the drg. of 
PL No. 23.97.3447 & 23.98.8277 from drawing ‘A’ to ‘B’. 

 
Experience: 
 
 Satisfactory working since last 18 months as provided in A9, SA9 & C2 relay 
valve of five locos which have shown no unscheduled pneumatic valves failures. 
 
Implementation plan: 

i) Work: Modified jail can easily be retrofitted at same location during IC 
schedule as dimension of fitment are same. 

ii) Schedule of cleaning: During IC & AOH/IOH. 
iii) Material: To be procured. 
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RDSO Note: 
 
 The issue has been discussed with the manufacturers, namely, M/s. FTIL and 
M/s. SIL and also with Motive Power Directorate of RDSO.  Being safety item, the 
dimension of holes of wire mesh should not be changed.  However, Railways may 
furnish their experience, so that the issue can be addressed in totality. 
 
Deliberations:  
 
 RDSO indicated that reduction in size of mesh at inlet port of A9, SA9 & C2 
relay valve are generally not agreed to by the manufacturers of the valves namely M/s. 
FTIL & M/s. SIL.  It is apprehended that brake application time in train may increase 
with reduced size of the mesh specially when there is reasonable amount of clogging 
of the mesh after service of few months. SER & WR indicated that Locomotives 
provided with brake valves of reduced mesh size have been performing satisfactorily 
over last five years and two years respectively.  SER & WR were requested to furnish 
reports indicating the brake application timing of the train, change in frequency of 
cleaning of the mesh & performance of the valves with the existing as well as modified 
mesh.  
 
Recommendations: 
 
 The manufacturers namely M/s SIL and M/s FTIL do not recommend any 
change in the size of the mesh, as this might have direct adverse impact on the brake 
application time in train. Since, the problem and remedial measures have been 
reported from only two Railways and no report has been received from Diesel shed, 
RDSO should further study it based upon experience of WR and SER. WR and SER 
shall promptly furnish the following comparative details to RDSO in respect of the 
existing/reduced size of the mesh provided at the inlet ports of A9, SA9 and C2 relay 
valves- 
 

• Brake application time on train. 
• Change in frequency of cleaning of the mesh. 
• Performance of the valves. 
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NEW ITEMS 
 
Item No    : 19 
 
Subject    : Universal pulse generator and data  
      extraction arrangement for ESMON in  
      electric locomotives. 
 
Proposed by    : SCR  
 
RDSO File No   : EL/2.2.9/10 
 
Notes of proposing Railway: 
 
Status:  
 
(1) Presently various makes of ESMONs and Micro Processor based SPMs are in 

service on Electric locomotives. The sub assemblies are not interchangeable. 
i.e PG/SPM recorder/Indicator of one make can’t be used with other makes, as 
optical disc of PG of  Medha , Stesalit has 60 slots, of AAL has 200 slots and 
Laxven  has 30 slots, with different mounting arrangement. 

 
(2) Data extraction Unit and software of different manufacturers is different.  Even it 

is different   in different models of same manufacturer. 
 

Problem:  
 
(1) In case of failure of a PG/SPM recorder/Indicator on line, if same make sub 

assembly is not available in the nearest TS/ELS, loco has to move dead or 
complete set consisting of PG/SPM recorder/Indicator with signal conditioning 
unit has to be replaced. 

 
(2) Data extraction units of all makes along with analysis software are to be 

maintained at all trip sheds and main sheds.  This is becoming more 
cumbersome with increasing number of types and sources of speedometers. 

 
Solution:  
 
(1) To overcome PG issue, ELS/BZA has tried optic code disc of 60 slots for 

provision in the AAL PG and 200 slot disc for provision in the Medha PG, 
thereby enabling Medha PGs to be used with AAL make ESMON and vice - 
versa.  The accuracy of the PGs after modification was tested with the help of 
CRO by comparing no.of pulses generated with original AAL PG fitted with 200 
slot disc and modified Medha PG, now fitted with 200 slot disc, and accuracy of 
both  found to be same.  A modified PG of Medha (with 200 slot disc) has been 
provided with ESMON of AAL in one loco in Oct.07.  Similarly, a modified PG of 
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AAL (with 60 slot disc) has been provided with ESMON of Medha in another 
loco in Nov.07.  Both ESMONs are indicating correct speed. 

 
It is pointed out that due to difference in thickness and mounting arrangement, 
200 slot disc of AAL PG can’t be fitted in Medha make PG or vice-versa. This 
modification enables interchangeability of pulse generator, improves availability, 
thereby reliability of locomotive. 
 

 

  
Optical code disc - Existing             Modified 

  
Pulse generator (PG) – Existing               Modified 

 
(2)  M/s Medha provided USB port on two locomotives for data downloading. 
In addition to reducing the download  time from 30 min. to 2 min.,this obviate the 
need to have a separate special data extraction unit. Similar provision on ESMONs 
of all the makes will help in down loading the data at main shed and trip sheds with 
a common USB port, without the need to maintain multiple type data extraction 
units. 
 
Long term Strategy 
 

1.  It is proposed that RDSO may stardardize number of slots in  optical disc in all 
makes so that PGs of any make can be used with any make ESMON.  This will result 
in flexibility in maintenance and reduced inventory costs. 

 
2.  After downloading the data, it is analysed by speial software procured from the 
manufacturers for each type of  ESMON. It is proposed that all manufacturers may 
provide  output in a common format, say a FAT file which can be opened in easily 
available software such as EXCEL. This will facilitate easy analysis of the down loaded 
data  
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RDSO Note: 
 
 It is possible to standardize the interface of PG to have interchangeability 
among various makes available. Similarly data extraction unit can also be 
standardized if software of different make is bought on same platform. RDSO is 
already planning a meeting with OEMs of ESMONs along with Railways regarding 
performance & maintenance related issues for which feedback has been asked form 
Railways vide this office letter No. EL/2.2.9/10 dated 25-10-07 and 16-11-07. 
Feedback only from WR, NCR and SER has been received. Other railways may 
expedite feedback so that meeting can be convened at the earliest. This issue of 
interchangeability of PG will also be discussed with OEMs in this meeting. However,  
  
 
Deliberations: 
 
 All the Railways stated that it is very difficult to maintain PGs of different make 
at every trip shed and therefore interchangeability of PG among various makes will 
reduce dead movement of locos on this account and thus same is required. Group 
also opined that use of industrial pen drive and standardization of data file format will 
eliminate  the need for make specific extraction unit and software. 
 
  WR/SCR also reported problem of data getting erased from floppy on 
downloading and further no recording in AAL make.  
 
Recommendations: 
 

(i) RDSO should review the specification to achieve interchangeability of 
  PGs among various makes. Use of pen drive or similar device should be 
  examined with a view to get rid of make specific extraction units,  
  evaluation software and floppies. 

(ii) RDSO to examine the problem of data getting erased in AAL make  
  ESMON as reported by WR/SCR and issue necessary instructions. 
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NEW ITEMS 

 
Item No    : 20  

Subject    :  Modification in Flasher light ckt of three  
      phase locomotives  

 
Proposed by    :  NR 

 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.1.35/2 
 
Notes of proposing Railway: 
 
 Three phase loco works on Driving mode. But during any emergency i.e either 
OHE broken or derailment if driver is unable to raise the pantograph and he put ON 
the Flasher light, the flasher light will automatically switch off after 10 minute because 
loco will be in self mode and due to pantograph not raised,  the control electronics will 
switch off after 10 minute .  Therefore it is essential that circuit should be modified in 
such a manner that in case driver is unable to raise the pantograph, the Flasher light 
should glow. For this purpose the supply to the Flasher light should be given before 
the contactor 126 auxiliary interlock no1 and 2. 
 
RDSO’s Note: 
 
 In the present situation, emergency flasher light can be operated in panto down 
condition for 10 minutes, as control electronics gets automatically ‘switched-off’ after 
10 minutes.  Keeping safety in view, there is need that flasher light may be ‘switched-
on’ for more than 10 minutes.  Although, this can be done by switching off and on the 
electronics every 10 minutes.  But considering the emergency situation, this is not 
advisable.  This can be done by giving supply to flasher light before control circuit 
contactor No. 126.  Other sheds having 3-phase locos and CLW may give their 
feedback. 
 
Deliberations: 
 
 CELE/WCR mentioned that similar problem was with marker light. RDSO has 
issued a modification for marker light and the problem of flasher can be solved by 
similar modification. SCR reported that similar problem exist for head light also. 
 
Recommendations: 
 
(i)  RDSO, in association with CLW, should issue modification for glowing of 
 Flasher as well as head light even in panto down condition. 
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NEW ITEMS 
 
Item No    : 21  
 
Subject    :  No recording of VCB closing/opening time in 
      three phase locos. 
 

Proposed by    :  NR 

 
RDSO File No   :  EL/3.1.35/2 
 
Notes of proposing Railway: 
 
 It has been observed that in some cases it is required to find out the status of 
VCB i.e. whether it was closed or open at that particular time. This data can not be 
received from DDS as DDS appears only during fault condition. In conventional locos 
this data can retrieved from the data by seeing the record of current through CT of 
SPM. Same can also be tried for three phase locos. 

 
RDSO’s Note: 

 
 In conventional locomotives, the PT is provided after VCB across auxiliary 
winding, which indirectly gives status of VCB.  In case of 3-phase locomotives, the PT 
is provided before the VCB.  Hence, the VCB closing/opening can not be monitored by 
output of the PT.  For recording of the VCB closing/opening, change in the software 
will be required, which is not advisable at present.  Moreover, in the event of any fault, 
the status of VCB is recorded in 3-phase locomotives, which serves the purpose. 
 
Deliberations: 
 
 NR reported that without this facility it is not possible to fix responsibility on 
driver when he did not open DJ while negotiating Neutral section. Group discussed 
that this facility was also not available in conventional locos till ESMONs were 
provided about 4-5 years ago. Railways had been successfully working with these 
locos since long and no such need to record the events of DJ opening/closing was felt. 
The proposed modification may also involve changes in software which is not 
desirable at this stage. 
 
Recommendations: 
 
 Proposal is not agreed by the group. 
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NEW ITEMS 
 
Item No    : 22 
 
Subject    : Modification of inspection cover of  
      Hitachi TM. 
 
Proposed by    : WR 
 
RDSO File No   : EL/3.2.172 
 
Notes of proposing Railway: 
 
I.  INTRODUCTION: 

 
There were no. of cases noticed of falling down of inspection cover of Hitachi 
TM during run.  Presently the clamp (latch) provided on magnet frame for 
holding inspection cover is very weak and its welding area is very less therefore 
results in uprooting and falling on run. 
 
Cases of falling of inspection cover is as follows.  Total holding – 29 locos. 
 

Sr. No. Year  Cases  

1 2005-06 12 
2 2006-07 4 
3 2007-08 (Oct’07) After modification Nil 

 
II.  PHOTOGRAPH 
          Threaded block of 
          Bolt size 18 * 40mm        size 40 * 40 * 20mm 
 

 

 

 
 
         Existing arrangement           Modified arrangement 
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III.  SUGGESTION:  
 
 ELS/BL has modified the arrangement by providing a threaded block of size 40 
x 40 x 20mm on magnet frame and holding the inspection cover by nut bolt 
arrangement on both ends.  Out of 29 locos, 18 locos have been modified with this 
arrangement.  There is no case of falling down of inspection cover reported so far. 
 
RDSO Note: 
 
 Other railways have also reported problems of falling of inspection covers of 
Hitachi Traction motors and have carried out similar modifications, leading to drastic 
reduction of inspection covers falling cases. The proposed arrangement appears to be 
have more strength and provision of two bolts reduce the possibility of falling of 
inspection covers. 

 
Deliberations: 
 
 Many Railways have confirmed that bolted arrangement for inspections covers 
is already in vogue. WR has adopted latch in the top and bolt in the bottom. Group had 
the opinion that incidences of falling of inspection covers in the existing arrangement 
of latches on both the sides is high and there have been drastic reduction of such 
cases with the adoption of either of these schemes. Existing arrangement of latch 
facilitates the opening of inspection covers to check flashover of commutators. 
 
Recommendations: 
 

• Railways have been asked to send their arrangement to RDSO. After studying 
these arrangements, RDSO will standardize the same for the existing and new 
locomotives. 

• CLW should immediately cut-in the modified arrangement in new locomotives 
with Hitachi Traction Motors. 
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NEW ITEMS 
 
Item No    : 23 
 
Subject    : Summarizing /updating of loco   
      modifications, maintenance Instructions, 
      circulars, Circuits and cable indices etc. 
 
Proposed by    : SCR 
 
RDSO File No   : EL/8.8.8 
 
Notes of proposing Railway: 
 
Status:  
Instructions, modifications, SMIs, TCs etc are issued by RDSO and CLW periodically 
without consolidation of previous instructions for the same equipment. The previous 
instructions, Mod.sheets, TCs, SMIs for the same equipment are not even mentioned 
for reference.  
 
Problems:  
 
The above situation makes it difficult to connect all instructions for equipment at shop 
floor level. Multiplicity of instructions/TCs etc. is leading to redundancy, duplication & 
non availability of correct information at shop floor level, causing delay, improper 
implementation/non-implementation of instructions. 
 
Ex: On SMGR, GR No. of modification, SMI, Technical circulars have been issued 
from time to time. Linking up & extracting the instructions for implementation is 
becoming very difficult at shop floor level. 
 
Solution: 
 

(i) All previous instructions needs to be clearly mentioned/summarized while 
issuing any fresh instruction for an equipment/assembly, duly superseding 
the earlier instructions/modifications/SMIs etc. wherever applicable to ease 
the burden on supervisors, staff for clear instructions & planning for material 
and implementation. 

 
(ii)  RDSO may set up an agency for evaluating standard code of procedure for 

documentation of circuits, cable indices, equipment maintenance 
procedures, catalogues, spares lists and evolve methodology to get updated 
information,  preferably linked on internet. 
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  Digitalisation of circuits, Drawings, Specifications and then making available 
soft copies to all Railways with authority to make as many copies as required for 
circulation down the line. Since all the drawings/ specifications are issued by 
RDSO/CLW, this will avoid the need for multiple contracts by different Railways for 
digitalization of same drawings/ specifications.  
 
RDSO Note: 
 
 RDSO is already issuing instructions through numbered Modification 
sheets/SMI/TCs /Specs etc .CD containing these MS/SMI/TC/Specs/Technical 
Reports is regularly updated and given to representatives of Railways in various 
forums. One such CD will also be distributed in 32nd MSG. Linking numbered 
documents is always easy. Railways may give their view on this. 
 
 As far as digitization of documents is concerned, centralized processing of 
digitization work is entrusted to Computer wing under Carriage Directorate of RDSO. 
Electrical directorate has already given its requirement. 
 
Deliberations: 
 
 SCR also made presentation on this item. All railways expressed need for 
availability of RDSO/CLW drawings in soft copies. A need for an equipment wise 
master list of SMIs/MS/TCs etc for proper linking was also highlighted. 
 
Recommendations: 
 

(i) RDSO will make an equipment wise master list of SMIs/MS/TCs etc and 
circulate  to railways. RDSO will also examine the existence of duplicity of 
instructions  and issue corrections accordingly. All future instructions 
should be issued by  making a reference to all previous instructions on 
the subject. 

(ii) RDSO will make arrangement for digitization of all such RDSO drawings 
which are mentioned in RDSO’s instructions such as SMI/MS/TCs etc in 
CAD/CAM and make them available on Railnet. 

. 
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PART - II 
 
 

Status of decisions/recommendations of the 31ST MSG (Electric Loco) Meeting 
held at Secunderabad/S.C. Railway on 25th & 26th September’2006 

 

Part II - New Items  
 
Item 
No 

Subject Recommendations Railway Board’s 
decisions 

Status 

1 Reliability of 
traction motor for 
WAG9/ 
WAP7 electric 
locomotives 

(i) Scope of trials for rotor design 
with copper stamping type 
resistance ring may be 
enhanced to gain more 
experience. 

(ii) CLW to expedite manufacture 
of 30 nos rotors with copper 
stamping type resistance ring. 

(iii) Possibility of trials with 
temperature rise of rotors with 
modified design and original 
design should be explored by 
RDSO to compare 
performance. 

(iv) Procurement of vital assembly 
components of traction motor 
and MSUs should be made 
through vendors having CNC 
machines facilities only. 

(v) CLW should revert back to 
SGCI used by OEM for end 
frame of 3-phase traction 
motor in place of steel casting 
used by them presently. 

(vi) Mixing of two types of greases 
for any application is not 
allowed. Railways and CLW 
shall ensure that grease 
recommended by RDSO only 
are being used on various 
application. 

(vii) RDSO should expedite 
development of indigenous 
grease suitable for use on 
WAG9, WAP7 and WAP5 
traction motor and MSU 
bearing (NDE side) to minimize 
multiplicity of greases in use. 

(viii) In view of satisfactory 
performance locomotives with 
isolation of anti spin brakes for 
last one year, the modification 
can be regularized. RDSO to 
issue instruction. 

(ix) CLW to take action with 
capacity increase of sand 

(a) Item (i), (ii), (iii), (v), 
(vi), (viii) & (ix) 
accepted. 
(b) Since bearing 
clearances of both end 
bearings (DE & NDE) of 
traction motors are not 
given in manual, RDSO 
should issue 
maintenance 
instructions regarding 
the same. 
(c) The bearing housing 
components should be 
procured in sets only 
from reputed firms 
having CNC and CMM 
machines. 
(d) RDSO should 
examine the feasibility 
of provision of grease 
outlet on DE/NDE side 
end frames. 
(e) RDSO in consult-
ation with CLW should 
examine the feasibility 
of relocation and 
provision of threaded 
temperature sensors. 
(f) The feasibility of 
automatic shifting of 
sensing from one 
sensor element to other 
in case of defect of 
speed sensor should 
also be examined by 
RDSO. 

(a)CLW has been 
advised in May’07 to 
manufacture 60 
copper stamping type 
resistance rings. 
CLW has cut in 
modification of 
enlarged holes in 
rotor since Jun’06 
leading to reduction 
in temperature rise of 
about 9.8 0C. 
(b)Bearing 
clearances are 
mentioned in ABB 
TM assembly Drg No 
3EHM211758. 
(c)Sources for vital 
components of TM & 
MSU have been 
advised to railways in 
Jun’07 & Jul’07. 
(d)CLW has also 
modified Drg for 
grease outlet on side 
end frame. 
(e)MS/0350 issued in 
Nov’07 for threaded 
type sensor. 
MS-355 & 356 of 
Feb’08 issued for 
improvement of 
reliability of stators of 
traction motor of 3-
phase locos. 
Items (a) to (e) are 
closed. 
(f) Trials of new 
design of speed 
sensors (hall effect 
type) have been done 
by CLW .10 no order 
has been placed by 
CLW for further 
extended field trials. 
RB has been 
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boxes on loco. 
 

requested vide letter 
no. EL/3.1.35/26 dt 
31-1-08 to give 
permission for 
procurement of 15-20 
sets of hall effect type 
speed sensor. 

2. Failure of 
indigenous Oil 
Cooling Blower 
and develop-
ment of quality 
indigenous 
sources 

(i) Rewinding procedure for OCB 
motor issued by RDSO vide 
SMI No. 239 should be 
followed. 

(ii) CLW should isolate 24 Hz 
working on WAP7 locos 
through software modification. 

(iii) Scope of trial for Axial Flow 
type impeller design of DRI 
make should be increased. 
More indigenous sources 
should be explored to 
undertake similar development 
on trial basis. 

(iv) In view of better performance 
of TMS/CNB rewound motors, 
rewinding of OCB motor may 
be assigned to TMS/CNB. 

 

(a) Item (i), (ii), (iii) & 
(iv) accepted. 
(b) The directives of 
Board issued vide no. 
2001/Elect(Dev)/440/ 
18/2 dt 20-5-04 for 
procurement of major 
quantity of OCBs from 
OEM till availability of 
reliable OCB from 
indigenous source still 
hold good. 
(c) RDSO should 
expedite development 
of indigenous OCBs.s  

(a) Axial flow design 
DRI- Total 4 nos 
were provided (3 AQ, 
1 GZB).All 3 of AQ 
have failed due to 
OCB burnt. One on 
GZB is still working 
since 2005. 
Stesalit-Prototype 
was delivered to 
GMO but firm is lifting 
back for provision of 
maintenance duct. 
Al casting impellers 
of RPMT, developed 
in association with IIT 
Roorkee, are working 
on GZB locos since 
Sep’07 & Dec’07. 
26 OCBs rewound 
by using corona 
resistant wire by 
TMS/CNB & TMW 
/NK are working 
satisfactorily. 
(b) Being followed. 
(c) M/s Saini 
Electrical & Engg 
works Navi Mumbai 
has been approved 
for placement of 
educational orders by 
CLW. 

3. (i) Breakage of 
traction bar bolt 
and traction bar. 
(ii) Breakage/ 
Looseness of 
Traction Flange 
Bolts and crack-
ing of ‘V’ Ring 
housing Flange 
and Traction Rod 
Flange in WAG-9 
locos. 

The quality of materials of Traction 
bar bolt, traction bar flange, ‘V’ ring 
housing should be checked by 
CLW. The process of welding 
should also be reviewed by CLW 
to ensure the proper welding 
quality 

(a) Accepted. 
(b) CLW should cut in 
incorporation of the 
features of RDSO’s 
SMI No. 241 in the 
locos under 
manufacture. 
(c) RDSO should issue 
clarification of SMI/241 
as Railways find it 
difficult in creasing the 
hole dia from 17.5 mm 
to 21 mm in the existing 
traction link and V ring 
housing as alignment 
gets disturbed while 
drilling. 

Clarification issued 
vide letter no. 
EL/3.1.35/2 dated 
13.12.2007. 
 Item is closed. 
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4. High failure rate 
of MSU tube 
bearing in WAP7 
locomotives. 

(i) GZB shed should get the MSU 
overhauled where CLW 
provided non-standard grease. 

(ii) CLW should tighten the 
inspection of MSU tubes and 
associated components to 
improve the quality. 

(iii) Long run procurement of MSU 
tubes, its associated 
components should be made 
from reputed bearing 
manufacturers. 

 

(a) Item (i) & (ii) 
accepted. 
(b) Item (iii) is not 
accepted. All 
components of MSU 
shall be procured in 
sets from reputed 
manufacturers having 
CNC and CMM 
machines. For this, 
RDSO should issue 
STR. 
(c) RDSO should study 
the feasibility of the 
provision of grease 
escape hole on NDE 
side. 

(a) Rlys to follow. 
(b) Sources advised 
to Rlys vide 
EL/3.2.172 dt 26/6/07 
& EL/3.2.182 dt 
31/07/07 with STR 
18. 
(c) Provision of 
escape hole is 
available in CLW Drg 
1209-01.011-018 Alt 
8. 
 Item is closed. 

5. Wheel life 
improvement 

Railways should follow 
intermediate wheel profile to 
RDSO’s Drg. No. 2561 Alt. 7 as 
issued by RDSO vide no. 
SD.WATP dt 12/15-9-06. 

Accepted. Rlys to follow. 
Item is closed. 

6. Single Bottle 
VCB Failure 

(i) Trial with the modified 
arrangement is under going on 
2 nos at BRC Shed for BT 
make VCB. BRC shed should 
furnish feedback to RDSO. 

(ii) RDSO should discuss the 
issue with the firm and decide 
the action plan for 
implementation for existing 
population of VCBs. 

 

(a) Item (i) & (ii) 
accepted. 
(b) RDSO to study 
performance of 
modified VCBs under 
field trial and suggest 
procedure to modify the 
existing VCBs with the 
new arrangement. 

(a) RB has examined 
the proposal and with 
the concurrence of 
associate finance, 
issued guidelines to 
ZR vide letter No 
2007/Elect(TRS)/441/
10 dt 06/02/08 for 
upgradation/modificat
ion of existing design 
of SB VCBs of AAL 
make.. 
(b) BTs proposal for 
upgradation/modificat
ion of existing design 
of SB VCB has been 
received and 
examined. firm has 
been asked certain 
clarifications. 

7. Use of Metalon 
Oilon Gold Bush 
on Equalizer Pin 
in WAG-7 locos 

RDSO should finalise the material 
specification for the bush for 
compensating beam of high 
adhesion bogies 

Accepted Specification No 
RDSO/2007/EL/SPE
C/0056 (Rev-0) Of 
Jan’08 issued. Item 
is closed. 

8. Reliability issues 
of 180 KV static 
inverter 

(i) Railways should furnish 
regular feedback on 
performance supported with 
investigation results to RDSO. 
Dependence of Railways on 
the OEMs should be minimized 
by assimilations/ 
disseminations of know-how of 
the equipment to the worker 
level. 

a) Item (i), (ii) & (iii) 
accepted. 
b) RDSO should 
undertake quality audit 
of the manufacturing 
process of the OEMs. 
c) RDSO should 
prepare training 
module, including a 
system for evaluation 

(a) Action plan has 
been drawn through 
meeting with OEMs 
in RB and advised to 
railways vide 
EL/1.2.9/1 dt 
13/12/07. 
(b) Quality audit of 
OEMs is being 
undertaken and is 
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(ii) RDSO should analyse the 
cause of failures and decide 
the action plan for improving 
the reliability of SI unit of all 
makes. 

(iii) RDSO should also issue the 
DOs & DONTs to improve the 
performance of SI. 

 

for the training of the 
maintenance staff by 
the OEMs. 

likely to be completed 
by Mar’08. 
(c) OEMs are being 
pursued to submit 
training module and 
set of questionnaires 
for Rly staff. 
(d) Report No 
RDSO/2007/EL/IR/01
26/Rev 0 of Jan’08 
on standardization of 
SIV has been issued 
for implementation by 
OEMs and Rlys. 

9. Provision of 1
st
 

Notch Auto 
starting of 
blowers in SIV 
locos similar to 
conventional 
ARNO fitted 
locos 

Increasing the relays in the circuit 
is not desirable. RDSO should 
study the issue in totality and 
advise the Railways suitably 

Accepted Requirement of first 
notch auto starting is 
not felt by most of the 
railways. Moreover it 
will require additional 
relay. It has been 
decided not to do this 
modification. 
Item is closed. 
 

10. Trunion 
modification to 
ensure utilization 
of composite 
brake blocks till 
condemning limit 
by permitting full 
length adjustment 

The length of trunion should be 
increased as was original. RDSO 
should issue necessary 
modification for the same 

Accepted MS/0264 issued in 
Apl’07. 
Item is closed. 

11. Failure of PCBs 
in three phase 
locomotives 

A committee of Sr. DEE/Ajni, Dy. 
CEE/D&D/CLW and DSE-7 of 
RDSO was nominated to suggest 
good sources for repair of PCB 
cards 

a) Accepted. 
b) Zonal Rlys should 
implement RDSO’s TC 
no. ELRS/TC/ 0091 
Rev ‘0’ dt 16-2-06 
regarding handling and 
cleaning of PCBs 
c) Zonal Rlys should 
ensure regular and 
timely feedback of the 
PCB failures to 
RDSO/CLW, 
d) RDSO should 
identify and develop at 
least one repair centre 
for catering to the Rly 
requirement devising a 
long term repair 
contract mechanism. 

Report of the 
committee will be 
submitted to Board 
by end of March’08. 

12. Improvement in 
manufacturing, 
repair and 
maintenance 
practices of SL  
to improve fire 

RDSO should issue revised 
modification for SL incorporating all 
the work and improvements to be 
carried out 

Accepted SMI/0240 issued in 
Oct’06 which also 
incorporates all 
previous 
modifications. CLW 
spec for SL has been 
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safety features in 
electric locos 

checked and 
corrected and sent to 
CLW in May’07. 

13. Microprocessor 
based control & 
fault diagnostic 
system 

(i) Microprocessor based control 
& fault diagnostic system 
should be provided during 
POH/MTR and during new 
manufacture of loco. 

(ii) Rly. Bd. may rationalize the 
loco fitted with various make of 
microprocessor based control 
& fault diagnostic system near 
to manufacturers’ location as 
far as possible i.e. ADC make 
to sheds near to Delhi, Medha 
make to sheds in the southern 
region near to Secunderabad 
and Stesalit make to sheds 
near to Kolkata for prompt 
attention by the manufacturers. 

 

a) Item no. (i) 
Accepted. 
b) Item no. (ii) not 
accepted as the 
population of various 
make would even out 
with the increase in 
population. 
c) RDSO should review 
the status of approved 
vendors not only on the 
basis of the 
performance of their 
product but also on the 
basis of their after sales 
service support. 
d) RDSO should design 
a framework for training 
of maintenance staff by 
the OEM. 
e) RDSO should study 
the possibility of 
generating job cards for 
various sections in 
sheds from inputs of 
micro-processor based 
control and fault 
diagnostic system. 

(a) Status of firm is 
revised and Rlys & 
CLW have been 
advised not to place 
further orders on M/s 
ADC/Roorkee. 
(b) & (c) Noted. 
(d)Trg program of 
ADC has been 
advised to Rlys. 
Medha & Stesalit are 
giving Trg to shed 
staff. Combined Trg 
program for all sheds 
is being arranged on 
21

st
 & 22

nd
 Apr’08 at 

Training School, 
CNB. 
(e) Medha is working 
out feasibility of 
generating job cards. 
 
Rlys. to monitor 
performance of 
vendors and send 
report periodically to 
RDSO. 

14. Re-standardization 
of location of BP 
isolating cock in 
WAG-7 loco 

Additional BP isolating cock should 
be provided in electric locos. 
RDSO should decide the location 
of the same and issue necessary 
modification 

Accepted MS/0349 dated 
18.05.2007 issued. 
Item is closed. 

15. Periodicity of 
replacement of 
PE side    
Traction Motor 
bearings 

(i) Pinion end bearing of traction 
motor should be changed 
during every POH whereas the 
commutator end bearing 
should be changed during 2

nd
 

POH. 
(ii) The bearings released during 

POH should be handed over to 
sheds to meet their 
requirements if the same is in 
conditions suitable for further 
use. 

 

Item (i) & (ii) accepted 
keeping in view of the 
increased periodicity of 
POH. 

Guidelines issued 
vide EL/2.2.13, dt 
17.12.2007.  
Item is closed. 

16. Breakage of bolts 
of CE side outer 
bearing stopper 
on Hitachi 
Traction Motor 

(i) CLW and workshop should 
implement the SMI/220-2000 
(Rev ‘1’) dt 28-10-04 issued by 
RDSO where the threaded 
length of bolts have been 
increased. 

(ii) CLW should ensure proper 
dimension of the armature 

Item (i) & (ii) accepted Item is closed. 
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shaft specially at end of shaft 
and depth of threaded hole. 

 
17. Measures to 

minimize shaft 
condemnation of 
traction motor 
armature 

(i) CLW should ensure the proper 
fitment of traction motor 
bearings and pinion to avoid 
premature damage of armature 
shafts. 

(ii) Sheds and shops should 
ensure proper handling of 
armature to avoid damage 
during transit to bearing and 
pinion seats. 

 

Item (i) & (ii) accepted Item is closed. 

18. Regular use of L 
type composite 
brake block in 
electric locos 

(i) Composite brake blocks may 
be provided on all freight locos. 

(ii) RDSO should analyse the 
details of failures etc before 
switching over to composite 
brake blocks in passenger 
locos. 

(iii) Railways to furnish regular 
feedback to RDSO. 

 

(a) Item (i) & (iii) 
accepted. 
(b) Item (ii) is not 
accepted. Sufficient 
trials have been done 
one electric freight 
locos and also on 
diesel passenger locos 
which have identical 
operating requirements. 
Composite brake 
blocks shall, therefore, 
be provided on all 
electric conventional 
locos if results of trials 
on diesel passenger 
locos have been found 
satisfactory. RDSO to 
issue necessary 
instructions. 

Guidelines for 
adoption of L type 
composite BB in 
electric locos issued 
vide EL/3.2.19/5 dt 
15/10/07.Further,Rlys 
have been advised to 
adopt L type 
composite BB on 
WAM4 also. 
Item is closed. 
 

19. Standardization 
of ‘Traction 
control circuit’ 
VE1 & VE2 
branches 
(Progression/ 
Regression 
circuit 

WR should send the details of 
modification to RDSO. RDSO to 
issue suitable instructions for 
paralleling of interlock of Q50, 
Q51/Q52 and SMGR interlock 61 & 
62 

Accepted Draft MS was issued 
vide EL/3.1.3 dt 
6/11/07 for comments 
of Rlys. Comments of 
few Rlys have been 
received and it is 
seen that Q52 does 
not have 2 spare 
interlocks and thus 
suggested 
modification can not 
be implemented in 
totality. MS is under 
review. 

20. Provision of 
Strainer to avoid 
A-9 failures 

Strainers should not be provided in 
emergency exhaust port of A9 

Accepted Item is closed. 

 

21. Modified 
suspension 
arrangement for 
battery box in 
WAP-4 loco to 
avoid inadvert-

(i) CNB shed and BRC shed 
should send the details of the 
modification to RDSO. 

(ii) RDSO to examine the 
modification of CNB shed and 
BRC shed and finalise the 

Item (i) & (ii) accepted MS/0351 issued on 
17/12/07. 
Item is closed. 
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ent hanging of 
box on line 

scheme. 
 

22. Replacement of 
Q-44/Q-118 of 
M/s Comat make 
with PC-8 relays 
with M/s COMAT 
make timer 

RDSO should examine the 
adoption of comet make timer on 
PC8 relay. 

Accepted Guidelines issued to 
Rlys vide 
EL/3.2.10/gen dt 
22/6/07 for replacing 
defective Syrelec 
timers with Comet 
make universal 
timers in PC 8 type 
Q44/Q118 relays. 
Item is closed. 

23. (I) Failure of twin 
beam head light 
and DC - DC 
converter of AC 
locomotives. 
(II) Short life of 
twin beam 
headlight bulbs. 
(III) Frequent 
failure of M/s 
Matsushi make    
DC-DC 
converters 

(i) RDSO should take action to 
downgrade M/s Matsushi from 
Part I to Part II to restrict the 
bad quality of material into the 
system. 

(ii) Railways should furnish the 
performance of modified DC-
Dc converter of headlight 
having serial no. more than 
6000 of M/s Matsushi make. 

 

Item (i) & (ii) accepted Though M/s Matsushi 
had undertaken 
modification in 6000 
series but as per 
feedback of Rlys 
there is no 
appreciable 
improvement in 
performance. Firm 
has been issued 
show-cause letter for 
review of his status. 
 
RDSO to issue 
maintenance 
instructions & 
modifications, if any, 
for improving the 
reliability of DC-DC 
converter. 

24. Transient tripping 
of QLM 

RDSO has already issued SMI and 
same should be followed by the 
Railways 

Accepted Railways to follow. 
Item is closed. 
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PART III 
 
 

PRESENTATION MADE BY FIRMS DURING 32ND MSG MEETING 
 

 
 The following firms made presentation during 32nd MSG Meeting – 
 

1. M/s Roxtec 
2. M/s Knorr Bremse 
3. M/s Elgi 
4. M/s Stone India Limited 
5. M/s Recon 
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CONCLUDING SESSION 
 
 
 Sr EDSE expressed thanks to AML for his valuable guidance during the 
discussion. He also thanked Advisor/Elect (RS), Railway Board for providing 
necessary inputs during the meeting. He thanked CEE/SER, CELE/SER along with 
their team for making excellent arrangements for the meeting. He thanked all the 
CELEs and Sr. DEEs for their valuable contribution in the discussion of the agenda. 
 
 At the end he thanked everybody who contributed for making arrangement for 
the MSG Meeting. 
 
Next MSG Meeting: 
 
 It was unanimously decided to hold the next MSG i.e. 33rd MSG (Elect Loco) 
Meeting at WCR/Bhopal. 
 
Vote of thanks: 
 
 Director Standard Electrical-1/RDSO proposed the Vote of Thanks. 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: Equipment & make wise failure data received from Railways is being issued 
separately duly compiled being quite voluminous. 
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